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ABSTRACT
This is an evaluation of the Chicago, Illinois public

schools' bilingual program during fiecal year 1979. The report states
that bilingual instruction was offered in sixteen languages in more
tha,-, two hundred prog-iams ranging from pre-kindergarten to high
school. Descriptions of both the elementary and high school language
programs provide information cn program structure, staff an'd student
charcteristics, and student development within the program as
indicated by increased English instruction. Performance. or.
standardized tests measuring mathematics and reading ability Show
student progress in the elementary grades. Grade point averages are
used to demonstrate program effects on high school student
achievement_. Peults from classroom observation and teacher surveys
are also presented. Significant findings offered by theevaluation
include documented student achievement gains in English reading and
mathematics and evidence that .t.udents are being moveld into a regular
English curriculum within three years. Appended to the' report are a
mmmrle hilingnal student for a student census form, a c'assroom
observation form, and a teacher questionnaire form. Also included are
sample Spanish criterion-referenced tests in mathematics and an
efplanation. of short tests of skills and their
calibra (APII)
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Introduction

..

...

Tn 1969 the Chicago Board of Educatioln initiated six Spanish bilingual
programs for students whose limited Engli proficiency prevented meaningful
participation in the regular English curriculum.' Each year thereafter
bilingual services were expanded to accommodate the ever Increasing number of
students q limited EngliSh proficiency from diverse language and cultural
backgrounds. Since 1976 the oveiwheibing majority of limited English
proficiency'stude.ntg enrolled in the Chicago public (chools have received
bilingual services.2 During Fiscal 1979 bilingUal instruction was pfovided in
16 lanwages in more than 200 progAms ranging rota' prekindergarten through
high school.

Bilingual program participants represented approximately 7 percent of the"
eleaentary enrollment in the Chicago public schools in Fiscal 1979% Despite
substantial reductions in the total public school enrollment-in Chicago
during the last decade, Hispanic and other ethnic minorities have shown
marked increases`.` Increases in the number of limited English proficiency
students eligible for bilingual services point to the need for expanded
services as well as the heightene0 importance these services assume in the
task of educating a significant portion of the school age population in
Chicago.,

This report shows that FY1979 bilingual program participants demonstrated
significant gains in English readi4 and mathematics, a pattern, which has been
docbmented over a period of years.3 It also concludes that students are being
moved into the regular English curriculum within a peritd of three years, a
tact substantiated by the low incidence of fourth and fifth-year program4 enrollmenbs during the last five years.4 Large variations in achievement among
pupils were found, suggesting that a variety of factors play an important role
In the academic achievement of bilingual program participants. Variations in
program implementation, a factor which has been cited in numeroug evaluation
studies of multi-site educational programs, may tontribute significantly to the
d4Fe.-ences among students. The rnteraction df'educational treatment and child
input factorsvmust be examined in order to understand achievement differences
among limited English proficiency students, as Cummins writes:

44'

"The lack of concern for the developmental interrelationships
between language and thought in the bilingual chi4d is one of the

'Funding for these programs was provided by esEA Title VII.

2Article 14C of-thV Illinois Pevised Statut s, Chapter 122 mandated transi-
__

'tional bilingual 4ducation for limited Eng sh proficiency students effective
July 1, 1976.

3Final Evaluation Report State-Funded Bilingual Education Program, Fiscal
1974. Departmeft-pf Government Funded Programs, Board of Education, City of
Chicago; Chicago's &Ulingual Program Evaluation Report 1975 -76. Department
of Research and Evaluation, City of Chicago.

4.
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major reasons why evalUations and research have provided so little
data on the dynamics of the bilingual ;Mid's interaction with his
education Smvironment."5'

A noteworthy finding of the report is the lack of signiricant differences
in English achievement gains attributable to the amount of time limited-
English proficiency students spend in an English classroom. Thi& points to
the need for a more in-depth analysis of the relationship between instructional
program ypes, &nil input factors, and achievement. It also underscores the
_necessit of broadening the measures of programieffectiveness to include.both
native languags, and English actieyement.,

Long-term studies of bilingual instructiol in other parts of the country
suggest that bilingual instruction may have a Cummlative effect with results
that may not show up in short-term, one-yekr-at-a-time evp.uations.6 The
transitional study initiated in 1978 partially recognized this need, but in
the future, outcome measures must be linked to a thorough documentation of
process variables.

Today, bilingual services for limited English proficiey students are
generally a reality. The impetus.for future evaluations 4- be to

isolate and understand the strategies for producing better rograms for
students with varying needs.

ft

5James Cummins. "Linguistic Interdependence and the Educatiostal Development of
Bilingual Children" Review of Educational Pesearch, Spring 1979, Vol. 49,
No. 2, p. 227.

(\

6Alan Pifer. "Pilingual Education and the Hispanic Challenge" Annual Report
Carnegie Corporation of New York, 1979, pg. 12.

2



Summary of Findings
e

Eighty-seven percent of all students receiving bilingual services were at
the elementary leVel, 13 percent at the secondary level.. Of the elementary level
students, 60 percent were in the primary cycle ages 4-8.

Students most needing bilingual instruction were its primary recipients: 59 per-
cent of all elementary level participants had little or only partial fiu;pcy in
English; 25 percent had barely adequate levels of English fluency. It can be'
concluded from these data that the majority of students receiving bilingual
service's had only marginal fluency in English, a condition which would have
prevented meaningful Pa&icipation in the regular English curriculum.

Students receiving bilingual services at the high school levelIended to be
"new arrivals" to the.Chicago public schools as evidenced by the overwhelm-
ing number born outside the continental U.S.,, tlie low English proficiency
levels, and the high concentration of students in the first and second years of
bilingual instruction.

There was a substantial influx of new students into b ingual and Eng ish as a
%1Second Language programs. T reportednumber of participants eported increase 17 per-

cent in the first five aonthiof calendar year 1979. Seventy percent of the
increase was in the first year enrollment.

. More than half of all students participating in bilingual programs were in
their first year; 32 percent were in their second year; 14 percent were in their
third year. Only 3.5-percent had been enrolled for four or five years. The
sharp decline in the number of students receiving services subseauent to the
third year indicates that studts are moving into the'regular English program.

Sixty-six percent of the elementary level students receiving bilingual' 11

services progressed'to d higher English instructional category during the
1978-79 academic year. The greatest gains were experienced by those
students with the lowest English proficiency.

Sixty percent of the Elementary level students receiving bilingual services
received 50 percent or more of their instruction in English. The percent of
English instruction was substantially higher for high school students.

As a student's English fluency increased, so did the amount of instruction
in English which'he/she,received.

a
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Students receiving bilingual services gained on the average 7.4 months in
Reading Comprehension and 8 months in math as measured by the appropriate'

s'subtexts bf the-ITBS.'

AVERAGE* ITBS GAINS (FY1979)

RFADING GAINS (MONTHS) MATH GAINS (MONTHS)

BILINGUAL 8.0
TITLE I 7.4. ,7.3
CITY-WIDE 8.1 8.3

Bilingual program participants demonstrated gains of 7.5 months in Reading and
9.7 months intMatheAtics as measured by the Continuous Progress/Mastery Learning
(CP/ML) levels.

*

The amount of gain in either Reading or Mp h (ITBS) appears to be only marginally
related to instructional time in English. Less than two percent of the dif-
ference in reading gain of a sample of students could be accounted for by an
increase in instructional time in English.

4
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Definitions

-
English proficiency vels

I. Students whose English language proficiency is no more than marginal,
i.e., the student understands very little and produces only isolated
words or phrases in English.

II. Student whose English language proficiency iseno more than partial,
i.e., the student understands a little more than a student classified
as Level I and canvcommunicate in Enalish-with,great difficulty.

III. Students whose-English language proficiency is greater than students
classified in Level II, the student comprehends most of what is
said to hiM/ber and communicates'-fairly well although his/heefluenay
is not comparable to that of Level IV students.

IV. Students whose English language proficiency is adequate, i.e., greater
than students classified in Level III. The students comprehend and--

. communicate adequately but their flue:icy is not comparablythat of
native English-speaking peers.

V. Students whose English'language proficiency is equivalent to that of
their native English-speaking peers.

InstrUctional Needs Categories*

Category A: Spealh and understands little or no English and needs
almost all instruction in her/his home language.

Category B: Speaks and understands some English, but needs about half
his/her instruction in the home langauge.

\
,

. .

Category C: Speaks and understands well enough to participate in.a
classroom in which English is ysed most of the time;

-receives almost all her/his instruction in English.
. -

-Category NP: This pupil's language ability is equivalent to that of4

her/his native English peers and she/he can perform
adequately in an all English classroom.

AM .

Bilingual endorsement is granted to candidates who hold teacher
certificates and who have passed both, oral and- written examinations in a
language in addition to English.

*(See pg. 28 for definition of Category Exit Criteria)

a



Deecr5TtioA of Bilingual Services
' *

During Fiscal 1979 more than 25,506 students'received bilingual,
services in Chicago. The 201 bilingual programs (those serving more than 2Q
students) were located in all but six of the 27 districts throughout the city .

with districts 6 and 19 having-the largest concentration of bilingual
programs. A total of 2350 studens,...Are identi d as-in need of bilingual
services for which staff were unavailable. Appro 'mately,half.of thesq
students were in'schools where there were lesi than 20 students of the same
language group. The remaining half, all of which ,were Spanish speakers, did.
qualify for bilingual' services on the basis of.the number of limited English
speakers per school. An 'examination of the instructional needs categories of

' those students revealed that the majority were judged by their teachers as
needing only limited support services in their native language. Thus, it

' seems that those students in most need are receiving bilingual services, but
that support:services for students who have achieved some degree of fluency
are sometimes cilipiffiled due to the unavailability of qualified staff.

Instructi in 16 aanvages was provided by approximately 1133 teachers
* of whomT85 rcent were bilingually endorsed; an additional three percent were
pending endorsement. There were an additional 41 teacher positions serving .40
the programs with less than 20 students from one language group.

Spanish was, the language of instruction for ninety percent, of the
students participating in bilingual programs. Instruction was also provided in
Arabic, Assyrian, Cantonese,'Chinese, French, Greek, Indic, Italian, Korean,
Laotian, Filipino, Polish, Romanian, and Vietnamese. Table.1 provides a

. summary of bilingual programs and staff positions in each district for fiscal
1979. Maps 1 and ,2 plot the locatjon of Spanish and non-Spanishi(more-than 20
students) bilingual programs geogaPhically. Bilingual programs in languages
other than Spanish occurred mostly in the northern sections of the city, an
ethnically heterogeneous area. Several new programs were established in' both
the northwest and southwest regions. Spanish bilingual programs were
Concentrated in the near south and northweSt areas and extended north along
the lake. Districts 17 and 22 of the, city's southeast side also had a number
of bilingual programs.

6



TABLE 1 Bilingual- Programs and Staff by District
,...

ilk ,

Number of Number of
Distqct .. Schools Languages

.1 8 6

2

3

5

6

7 3
.

17 4

6 3

11 .2

7 6, 1

71,

8 fl 1

9 4 1

10 6 1

11 2 2

12 .

7 3

15 4 2

17 7 3

1841

19 18

22 2

24 13 9

25 6 1

26

27 1
.

Total 164

Number of
Programs

(more than

-

20)

(Fudgeted)

Teacher-Posit*ns
4 /

18 35

7 24.5

1 22 $
84

8 18

12
.

.

86

28 321

17

3
111111.

4

7 12

21

55

1 1

18 200

2 . 13

28 74

6 58

50

1 2

201 1159.5
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Map 1. Location of schools with Spanish bilingual programs with an' nrollment of
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The majority of students receiving bilingual services were at the eleMentary
level; only 13 percent were at the seconder}, level. More than 60 percent of
all elementary students recaiving bilingual services were in tbe primary cycle,

acres 4-8.

FIGURE 1. Proportion of Students at Elementary and Secoftdary Levels Receiving

Rilinaual Services
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'Between January and May of 1979 the numbe of students receiving either
bilirigual or ESL services increased by 17 pert nt. Students participating in

"I'bilingual programs for thefirst time accounted for nearly 70 percent of the
'increase. -Second-and third-year enrollments also fhcreased by 13 percent and
1Q percent respectively. Fourth-year enrollment increased by one percent,
while fifth-year enrollment degreased two percent. Assuming the continuity of
infra -year student identification procedures, the net increase of more than
1800 first-lyear students in a five-month period suggests a substantial influx
of limited(English speaking students from outside the Chicago public school

system. This conclusion is further substantiated by looking at the enrollment
datesof bilingual program participants. Approximately three-quarters of the

students begh in September 1978. Each month there after between 40%1200 new
students enrolled in bilingual programs. At the same time, a substantial number
of biliwal program participants left the Chicago public schools. /rhe data
-indicate a steady'influx of hfCrstudents as well as a moderately high degree of
mobility among program participants. The impact of both of these trends on
program continuity needs to be examined.

*Article VIII, Sectiol8.01 of the Illinois Rules and Regulations for
Transitional Bilingtief Education, State Board of Edu6ation, July, 1976,

stipulates that a student of limited Enalish=speaking fluency shall remain in
the program fora period of three years or until such time as he/she achieves
a level of English language skills which will enable him/her to perform
successfully in class in which instruction is given only in English, which-
ever shall first occur.

10
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FIGURE 2. Proportion of Students in Bilinaual Programs by Number
of Years c,

2nd 3rd 4th 5th

Years in Bilingual Program

14'

In May 1979, 26 percent of all students surveyed were judged to be in
category A as compared to 36 percent in the preceding January. The number of
category B students increased though the percent decreased slightly from 30
percent to 28 percent. Category C studerts increased from 22 percent to 24
percent. The number of students judged not to be in need of services more
than doubled.

%-.

A similar\pattern emerged from language proficiency evaluation of
elementary students enrolled in bilingual programs. In'January 38 percent of
the students were rated, at the lowest level of English proficiency as compared
to 28 percent at the lowest level in May. The number of students rated at
the lowest English proficiency level decreased 17 percent despite a 19 percent
increase in first-year students. The number of students rated at levels 2-5
increased though the relative percentage increased only slightly.
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The dat indicate that the students most needing bilingual instruction
were its pr aiy recipients. Fifty-nine percent of all elementary students
enrolled in bilingual proarams had little or only partial fluency in English
(levels 1 and 2 of a five-point scale), 25 percent bad barely adeauate levels
of English fluency; an additional 13 percent could communicate fairly well in
English, though their fluency was not compariible to their native English-
speaking peers. Only three percent were judged to be totally proficient in
English. The fact that 82,percent of those rated as level 1 and 49 percent of
those rated as level 2 were in their first year of bilingual instruction-
suggests that the majority of students in the lowest tnglish proficiency
levels were new arrivals to the Chicago public schools and/or were entering
school for the first time. The latter conclusion is further substantiated bey
the fact that more than half of all the elementary students rated at the
lowest English proficiency levels and it their first year of bilingual
instruction were four five, or six years of age.

-12-
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Elemdntary Program Description

ty
Article 14,Goopf the Illinois Revised Statutes, Chapter 122, provides for

'bilingual instruction for limited-English-proficiency students in content
areas as well as the home language, history and culture. In the city of
Chicago thee was a brbad range of bilingual programs designed to meet the
need -s of limited-English-proficiency students from diverse language and
cultural backgrounds. Programs varied widely in organizational and staffing

rpatterns, instructional approaches,and materials. Within broad guidelines,
most of these factors were at the discretion of local or district authorities.
-Three organizational models and multiple combinations were used at the
elementary level. the SelfTContained model accounted'for the,,1.argest number
of.students. In this model a bilingual teacher was responsible for both the
English and native language subject areas. A second model, Team-Teaching,
required a bilingual' and the regular classroom teacher to work together in the
same classroom for either a half day or for thet-entire day. Students in the
Pull-Out model received 90 minutes of instruction in the home language from a

*bilingual teacher and spent the rest of the schCol day in their assignedt
classrooms with an English dominant teacher". A fourth model, Departmentalized,
was used in high school programs and in some upper grade centers. In this model,
pupils received instruction, from a bilingual teacher in specific subject areas

r
to include 'Mathematics, science, social studies/culture and language arts in
the pupil's first language.

A.

j/Another area which accounted for a significant amount of the variation
was the instructional approach employed. Three basic roaches were
identified: 1s) oral and reading skills in the home Lan were developed as
a basis for acquiring English 2) the home language was used for explanative
purposes but literacy was developed or continued exclusively in English.
3) literacy was developed concurrenetly in both the home language and English.

I
.

Profiles of bilingual programs in selected schools indicate considerable
',variations in key areas.(table 2). There were significant differences in the
proportion of students from different instructional needs categories or
English fluency levels as well as the total number of students receiving
bilingual instruction in each school. The differences extended from schools
havin relatively few limited English students spread out over the full. range
oe ag cycles to schools where the bilingual program was almost exclusively
concentrated in the primary grades. Acknowlddging the limitations of
cross-sectional data, the profiles,also suggest considerable variation in the
amount of time a student may_spend in a bilingual program. In some schools
theamajority of students were ingleir first year'of bilingual instruction
with only a very reduced percentage in the second or third years. Other
schools seem to have had mostly two-year programs. Still others appeared to
have a consistent enrollment over the-three Oars.

-13-



TABLE 2.. Sample School Profiles 4n Selected Variables
rj

School

1

i. Instructional Needs'Cateibries

School A, B , C "I NP

A 10.% 298, 56% 6%(
B 10% 34% 28% 28%
C 18% 27%, .. 258" 30%
D 28%

')

32% 19% 21%
E 34% /9% 9% 28%

B . Age

School 5-7 81 10 11-13 14-16

)
2%1A 50% 31% 17%

B 48% 31% 18% 3%
C 50% 40% 10%
D 4 58% 35% 7% -
E 41% 33% 22% 4%

1st

C. Years in Program

la

2nd 3rd .4th 5th

C A
C't

71% 12% 14% 2% 1%

B 48% 46% 6% 0 0

C 35% 34% 25% 3% 3%
D 39% 38% 21% 1% 1%

E 44% 32% 22% 1% 1%

The range of objectives, the implicit time frames of specific instruc-
tional strategies, and population differences-are sufficient to matte
4eneralizations concerning bilingual education very difficult; The impact of
program variation on student pr-664ress, in particular the relationship of

specific instructional program variables to outcomes measures, is an area
which demands further investigation.

-14- 4
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Despite the limitations.bf the data created by program variations, a
gentaral description of the instructional program in terms of th4 amount of
time in English is. possible. May 1979,.60 'Percent of the students\
receiving biliNaual services received 50 percent or more of their instruction
in English. This represents an increase from January, 1979.

FIGURE 4. Daily InStructional Time in English
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The increase appears to have occured equally in all subject areas. Language
arts was more likely to be given in English than other content areas. Science
alnd social. studies were least 1ikety to be given in English, though the
differences were minimal. A

FIGURE 5. Percent of English Instruction for Language Arts
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. 4-FIGURE 6. Percent English Instruction for MatYe1matics
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It was expected that those students with the least fluency in English
would receive a greater portion of their instruction in their nitive language.
This expectation Was generally confirmed (Figure 8). Seven percent of the
Category A studenteenrolled in bilingual programs as compared to 1 percent of
Category B and C students received 25 percent or less of their instruction in
English. Sixty-six percent of the Category A students as compared to 33
percent of the Category B students and eight percent of the Category C
students received between one-quarter and one-half of their instruction in
English. Over half of,the Category B students and two-thirds of the Category
C students received 50 to 75 percent of their instruction in English.
One-quarter of the C students received between 75-percent to 100 percent of
their instruction in English in contrast to nine percent of the category B
students.

FIGURE 8. Instructional Needs Category by Amo nt of English Instructiqp

70%

60%

N = 6707\ N = 6573
- N = 4319

NP - N =/1275

<25% 2 - 4 74* 75% - 100%

Daily Instructional Time in English

The percent of English instruction per day increased slightly with the
number of years enrolled in the bilingual program. It is likely that the
increase is small due to the.movemcnt of students who hive been proficient
in English into all English classrooms. This appears to be supported by the
sharp decline in the number of students enrolled in bilingual programs
subsequent ti%the first year.
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Figure 10 indicates that the number of students receiving less Olsen
one-quarter of their instruction in English represented only three percent ,of
the students enrolled in bilingual pr rams. First-year students are more
likely to receive between 25 and 49 cent of their instruction in,English
than second and third-year students. The trend is reversed for those students
receiving 50-75 percent English instruction. Nearkylone-quarter of the

. third-year stu*nts received 25-50 percent Englishipstruction. More than
half of these students were between the ages of 6 and 8 when more
instructional time in the native language may be.r.gatuired. It appears that
English language fluency is a more accurate predictor of the amount of
instructional time in English than the number of years.of bilingual
instruction, though there is a moderate degree of correlation between years in
program and English fluency.

In addition to state-funded bilingual services, approximately 10 percent
of the students received supplemental tutorial services from Title VII support
teams. Eight percent of the students were also served by teachers who had
participated in Title VII sponsored staff development programs under the
auspices of the Chicago Board of Education and/or cooperating universities.
Eight percent of the students participated in Language in Transition (LIT) , a

Title I funded activity designed to increase the English language skills of
students of limited English proficiency. An additional four percent
participatd in other Title I activities. Special reading services, the
Intensive Reading Improvement Programs (IRIP) were provided also for
approximately five percent of the students identified as being of limited
English fluency.

-19-
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Student Achievement)

L'Phis section ex.Wnes the achievement of elementary students recelkinci
bilingual Services. -7teally, the measurement of the academic achievement of
limited English proficiency students should include both English and native
language measures. A significant portion of the-curriculum, partietlarly for

students at the'Iower English proficiency levels, is likely to be given in the
native language. Testing solely in English may severely underestimate program
effectiveness, ignoring areas of the bilingual students' knowledge--areas
which may be inadequately mirrored through English instruments.

Acknowledging the above limitations, two measures of English achievement
were used. These included the Iowa Tests of Basic Skills (I S), administered
annually to students enrolled in Chicago public elementary sdhools, and the
Continuous Progress/Mastery Learning (CP/ML) reading and math levels. ITBS
Scores are reported for only a limited number of students receiving bilingual
services. CP/ML levels, however, were available for the majority of students
and are known to correlate reasonabli, well withothe ITBS scores in reading
(+.67) and mathematics (+.71).

Of particular interest, in light of the compensatory character of
bilingual services, was the amount of gain students 0 different age and fluency
levels demonstrated. In addition, the relationship of instructional time in
English to gains in reading and mathematics was examined.

.

Figures 11 and 12 depict the mean ITBS reading and mathematics grade
equivalent scores for students receiving bilingual services. Differences in
English proficiency, refleeted in the assignment of instructional categories,
appear to be operant tortith reading and mathematics achievement. In general,
students receiving bilingual services performed better in mathematics than in
reading; the differences in mathematics-achievement amoliv the instructional
categories appear to be less pronounced-than for reading.

,/
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FICUPE 11. Mean ITBS Reading Comprehension Scores byAge and by
Instructional Category
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FIGURE 12. Mean ITB Mithematics Scores by Age and by Instructional Category
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The academic progress of nearly all bilingual program participants in
English reading and math was assessed by a series of locally developed

criterion-referenced tests. Figures 13 and 14 show the mean performance of
these students by age and instructional category. Comparison of the two figures'

reveals the effect English fluency had on achievement in both areas. In

reading, the distinctions among instructional categories were significant and
increased with age; in contrast, the category distinctions for math while

operant were minimal.

Examination of the preceeding figures reveals.that students receiving
bili.ngUkl services achieve, in general, several years below expected grade

level in reading and math; The transitional nature of the bilingual program is

a factor contributing to this phenomenon. As students become able to function

in all English classrooms they no longer receive bilingual services. Once

students function at or near grade level they usually do not participate in

state-funded bilingual programs.

Gain scores are more useful for the purpose of program evaluation. Stu-

dents receiving bilingual services gained on the average 7.4 months in reading

and 8.0 months in math on the appropriate subteets of the ITBS'. The reading and

math gains followed a pattern similiar to the grade equivalent distributions.
Overall, students gained slightly more in math than in reading. This was

particularly true for students 10 years of age and older. Category B students

showed the most gain in both areas (Table 3). Figures 15 and 16 depict the

average reading and math grade-equivalent-month gains of students receiving

bilingual services in comparison to Title I and city-vide averages. As

compensatory education programs, Title I programs rovide the closest, though
distinct, ccmpariscm population by which to gauge he effectiveness of bilingual

or"ESL programs.
No/

TABLE 3. ITBS Reading and Math Gains (months) y Age and Instructional Category

Age

Reading Mathematics Reading
Total

Math
Total

A B E C A B C

8 7.0 8.3 1 6.0 7.4 6.8 6.3 7.2 6.9

9" 6.9 7.6 7.2 6.8 7.1 7.2 1.1

10 6.9 6.9 6.8 9.1 . 9.1 8.1 6.9 8.9

11 7.3 7.3 9.2 5.7 8.5 7.t 8.0 8.1

r
'12 7.3 11.3 7.3 7.3 9.4 9.7 7.7 9.3

- 13 1- 7.1 7.1 9.5 10.0 ZO8 11;3 8.4 10.2

1
7.1 8.1 6.8 8.1 8.4' 7.5 714 8.0

Overall Average
Gains (mdnths)
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FIGUPE 13. CP/ML L vels in Reading by Aae and Instructional Category
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FIGUTE 15., Mean Peadina Cain (ITBS) by Aae
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FIGURE 16. Mean Mathematic Gain (1TBS) by Age
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In readingt eight and nine-year-old-bilingual students gained more than either'
comparison group. .Peading gains for bilingtal or ESL program participants were
above those of Title J participants though below city-wide averages; (13-year
olds w4re arexception and were likely caus& by a greatly reduced sample size).
Mathematics gains for students receivip bilingual services were generally equal
to or higher than city-wide averages with the exception of eight ana,nine-year-
olds. Bilingual program participants gained on the average 7.5 months in
reading and 9.7 months in mathematics'as measured by the CP/ML levels. CP/ML
reading and math gains followed patterns similiar to ITBS +gains

( e 4).
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TABLE 4. CP/ML Reading and Math Gains by Instructional Category

INSTRUCTIONAL CATEGORY READING GAINS (Months) MATH GAINS (Months)

A 7.1 (N = 5875) 10.0 (N = 6252)

8.5 (N = 2486) 8.8 (N = 2697)

C 7.8 (N = 1104) 9.5 (N = 1620)

TOTAL .7.5 (N = 9465) 9.7 4N 565)

Table 5 displays reading and math gains for bilingual program participants
by age. Gains tended to increase with age. Age cycle six students gained
approximately a half year in reading. Considering that most entered school with.
little or no knowledge of English, little English reading gain would be
expected. Older students demonstrated the'most gain, some surpassing the
expectation of a month-for-month gain (10 months):

TABLE 5. CP/ML Reading and Math Gains by Age

Age Reading Gain (months)

I

Math Gain (months)

4.8 8.6

7 6.3 9.2

7.2 9.4

9 7.9 9.6

8.8 10.2

11' 10.3" 10.1

12 , 11.1 12.2

13 11.3

(N = 9,467) "(N = 10,642)
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These data indicate that bilingual progr- pants were learning to
read in English and making progress equal to that of- students enrolled in other
compensatory education programs. For most students, this task includedtlearning
to understand and speak English ir addition to'acquiring basic reading skills.

the same time, the rate of pr are4s of program participants in a ma3or
content area as mathematics was aintained at expected levels.

The amount of instruction in English has often been cited as a key
variable which affects the differential achievement of limite4English-speaking
students. An attempt was made to discern the relationship of the number of
periods per day of instruction in English to the amount of gain demonstrated on
the ITBS in both Reading Comprehension and mathematics.

Few students received less than two, periods per day of English instruc-
tion. The numberf students participating in bilingual programs who were
receiving more than six periods per day in English was also limited, thus
reducing the number Of distinctions 'ossible. The correlation coefficients of
mathematics and reading gains on the -ITBS to periods of instruction in English
were' also lower than. expected, +.0E and + .07 respectively.

Instructional time in English :::ontributed less than one percent to the
differential gain of students in mathematics when the variance in gain scores
due to age and language proficiency were held constant. For reading, the amount
of variance due to English instrJactional time was slightly higher but still less

_IllYzir; two percent. In other words, only a very smell amount of the gain in
reading and mathematics on the ITBS could be attributed to an increase in the
amount of instructional time in English. These results suggest that other more
powerful factors account for the differential achievement of limited English
fluency students. These might include sc*ioeconamic factors, native language
fluency, previous educational experience, instructional strategies, and school
and classroom characteristics.

./



Inter - category Movement

A major goal of the bilingual program in Chicago is to prepare limited
EngIish.proficiency students to participate fully in the regular English
curriculum offered by the schools. This goal encompasses both the development
of an English lang, petence as well as the parallel conceptual development
of students in all other lbject areas.

A principal gauge of the effectiveness of a program in attaining this goal
is the academic progress of the students. A secondary measure is the amount
of movement from one instructional category to the next and finally into the
regular English classroom program. This second measure, however, can only be
a valid indicator of program effectiveness when it is strictly linked to
academic achievement.

Beainnina in the Fall of 1979 new criteria we e established for the
movement of students from one instructional categr y to the next. These
reflect the relationship of instructional category placement to academic
progress. They implicitly recogniie.that the kind of instructional proaram'a
student needs depends to a great extent on his (her) reidina ability to
comprehend materials written in English.

Exit criteria for Elementary Students?

.Children exit from category A to category B when.they have
mastered the continuum of skills in reading through level
D.

.Children exit from category B to category C.when they are at
mastery level in reading in'En4lish for their cohort dgd
group on city-wide data...Children who are reading in
English at one standard deviation below local norms for
their age cycle may also be exited from B to C based on
additional information contained in the child's profile...

.Childre! exit from category C to the general program of
instruction without support when they are at mastery
level for their age cycle according to national norms in
reading in English. Children who are reading in English
at one standard Aeviation below national norms for their
age cycle may also be exited from C to "No Program" based
upon additional information contained in the-child's
profilb...(pg. 3-4)

7Differentiated Curriculum: Instructional Design -- Elementary Schools. Board

of Education: Chicago, 1979, pg. 3-4.
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Table 6 reflects these criteria depicting the total upward movement
between instructional categories by elementary school students during the
1978-79 academic year.

More than two-thirds of the students receiving bilingual services
progressed to a higher category. The greatest amount of movement both in
numbers and percent was experienced by those students with the lowest English
proficiency. As would be expected, the greatest amount of movement occurred
between adjacent categories. Few students would be expected to move from
category A tothe regular program (NP) during the course of a single year.

If

TABLE 6. Inter-Category Movement of Students by Instructional Category

Percent Of ategory-A StUdents moving to Category B 67%

C 16%

NP 4%

Total 88%

Percent of Category B students moving to Category C

NP
30%

11%

Total 41%

Percent of Category C students moving to Category NP 20%

Total"percent of inter-category movement 66%

In comparison to,the movement demonstrated by the category'A students,
the proportion of category B and C students moving to a highcatvorY was
smeller., An examination, of the task of moving from category B to'C'and from C
to NP may help elucidate this phenomenon. Exit from category A requires that
a student master the equivalent of first- grade English Feeding skills.
Movement out of category B, however, requires minimally that a student read in
English within a standard dgviation of his cohort age group. An eight-yeav=
old would have to gain approximately one-half year in English reading to move
from category B to C. In comparison, a thirteen-year-old would have to gain
the equivalent of three years in English reading to move to category C, an
awesome and unrealistic expectation for a year's time frame. To exit to the
regular English curriculum program (C to NP) younger students would be
expected to gain the equivalent of one-halt year in English reading, older
students, one year.

4
-29--
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TABLE 7. Minimum English Reading Gain Required to Move Between
Instruction41 Categories

Age B to C

(Years)

C to NP

(Years)

9

10

12

13

1

1/2

1

1/2

2

2

1/2

1/2

1/2

1

1

_1 *

The amount of movement et = instructional categories expected during
an academic year must coinc h realistic possibilities. 'Achievement data
have shown that students receiving bilingual services gain seven to eight
months in reading and 8-10 months in math, gains comparable to thoe of other
compensatory education programs, and in the case of math, eauivalent to
city-wide gains. However, few could be expected to gain the equivalent of
several years in reading to move from category B to C within one academic
year.

The number of years enrolled in the bilingual program rs another
indicator of the movement of students ,to the regular English curriculum,
Table 8 depicts the proportion of students enrolled by years-in'the progra
for 1974, 1975 and 1979%

TABLE 8. Percent of Bilingual Program Participants by Years Enrolled

A 19 74 1975, 1979'

1st 48.7 '44.8 52.0

2nd 39.8 35.1 30.9

3rd 9.4, 15.0 13.6

4th + 2.1 5.1 3.5
100%- 00% 100%

(N 4 10,746) = 1 161 - Sample) (N = 23,363)

The low incidence of fourth and fifth year enrollments indicates that
students are indeed moving into the regular English curriculum.

-3 0-
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High School Program Description

Pilingual services were extended to approximately 2,600 high school
students in 20 high schools, representing roughly 13 percent of all students
receiving bilingual services. There were 31 separate (more-than-20) bilingual
programs with 131 budgeted teacher positions. ,Instruction was provided in ten
languagesincluding Assyrian, Cantonese, French, Greek, Tian, Korean,
Laotian, Polish, Spanish, and Vietnamese.

Ninety-two percent of the high school students surveyed in May 1979, were
born outside the continental United States, in contrast to 'nearly 60 percent

,

of the elementary school students. More than half of those students were
born in Spanish-speaking countries. When only bilingual program participants
are considered, the percentage of students born outside the continental United
States may be somewhat higher.

Ninety7seven percent of the high school students had been receiving
bilingual services for one to three years. A breakdown of the data revealed
that 52 percent were in the first year, 31 percent in the second year, and 14
percent in the third year. This pattern was identical to that of,the I,
elementary school students receiving bilingua services.

Between January and May the number of.high school students rec iving
bilingual services increased by 12 percent. The increase at the ementary
level *as higher.

Those in the first year of bilingual services tended to exhibit the
lowest English proficiency levels. The majority of second--Year.students (75
percent) were rated in the mid range (levels 2 & 3), while 69 percent of the
third-year studentSli4ere in the mid to upper ranges (levels 3 and 4). The
sharp decrease in the number of students rated 4 or 5 on the English
proficiency scale suggests that as the students attain adequate or nearly
adecruate levels of English proficiency they no longer participate in bilingual

--Iprograrils. This interpretation is corrobarated bythe-steady decline in each
year's enrollment (Figure 17).

ak,
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FIGURE 17. Years in Program by,English Proficiency
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o t high school students (76 percent) ',receiving bilingual services were
either reshmen-or sophomores, 81 percent of all freshman were in their first
year of bilingual instruction, another 12 percent weie'in their second year.
The enrollment pattern at subsequent years confi me the freshman year entry
point of most students into bilingual programs.

Figure 18 depicts the, English language.fluency levels of limited English
proficiency high school students enrolled in bilingual programs., More than
half of the students were at the lowest English profiLency levels. An
additional 35 percent exhibited barely adeguate English proficiency. Only 12
percent of the students had native or near native command of English. Between
January and May the number of students Tated at the lowest proficiency levels
declined while those rated at the mid to upper levels increased.

4
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FIGURE 18.,English Proficiency of High School Students Receivi'ng Bilingual Services
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It is clear from the data that i.414,students receiving'Bilingual: . "-

services at the high schdol level were those An most need. Intad-dition,.the
students receiving bilingual services tended to be new arrivals to the Chicago --
,public schools as evidenced by the overwhelming number of students born outside
the continental United States, the ow English proficiency levels, and the high,
concentration of students in the first and second year of bilingual instruction.
The data also suggest that few students coming from bilingual programs at the
-elementary level received bilingual services at the high.schbol level.

A comparison of the estimated amount of instructional time in English and
the native language of high school students receiving bilingual services -
showed a slight increase in the amount of English between January and May. The

, increase in English usage oocdrred fairly evenly over all subject areas except
language arts, suggesting that English language usage increased throughout the
year. Virtually all of the students received fifty'percent or more of their
language arts instruction in English( incruding 57,percent w10 received nearly
all their language arts instruction in English. The proportion of high school
students receiving at least half of their language arts instruction in English
was significantly higher than elementary students. Current research supports
the appropriateness of this approach citing the higher linguistic competenCe
and literacy levels in tbe native language of olk3er students as factors which
permit a higher concentration of instruction in the second language.9 Content
areas as social studiesand science were slightly more likely to be given in
the native language than mathematics, though for both, over 70 percent of the
students received at least half of social studies and science in English.

9Cummins,14,p. 229.
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In addition to bilingual-services; approximately eight percent of the 4

students participated in a reading lab designed to g fte intensive practice in
,specific Englilbh reading skills, to those students determined to need
additional help.

Achievement'

Achevement data on standardized tests were unavailable for high school
students as were Continuous Progress reading and math levels. Grade-point
averages of the students receiving bilingual services showed that nearly14,41f

. of the students (48 percent) achieved at aC level; 27 percent at A & B;
and 25 percent at D & F,. This distribution of grades meets normal expectations
with three quarters of the students achieving at or above a passing level.

Between januarand May teac er evaluation of English language
proficiency levels of students re iving bilingual services showed a decrease
in the percentage, of students at t e lower proficiency levels and a comparable
increase in the percentage of students, at the middle level. The number 'of
student with native or near native English proficiency remained relatively
constant. It must be noted that during that same period there was a 10 Orcent
increase in the first through third-year enrollments, of which over 90 percent
occurred in the first two years. This factor would be expected to moderate aiK
'increase in Eitglish proficiency (Ngure 19).

FIGURE'19. Comparison of January and May English Proficiency of High School
Stmdents Receiving Bilingual Services
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Special Education ServiC'es

In May 1979, appro7ximately 1600 students from homes where a language other
than English was spoken were identified as in need of special education
services. *Ninety-six percent of the students identified were receiving special :r.

education services. Nearly one-fourth of these students were also enrolled in
a bilingual program of instruction. 'For special education students:, placement
within a bilihgual.program it contingent upon the student's Individual

.

jm
Educational Program (I.E.P;) which is-developed based on the recommendations of
a multidisciplinary staffing. The English proficiency of appro*imately one-,
third of the students in 'need of"Special,education services was rated at levels
1, 2, or 3; the.remaining two-thirds were iudged.to be adequately proficient in
English. ,

The number of speciiil ,education students receiving bilingual servict
increased between aanuary and May., Five percent of the special education
students with English fluency revels 1, 2, or 3 received special education
services .from an'endorsed-bilinguallteacher, and 39 percent of the same
students received services from a bilingual:aide. Less than one-fourth of the
atudentt receiving bilingUal special education services fkom an endorAd C
Lingual teacher were judged to be of limited 'English fluency. A bilingual -

aide was available in nearly twice as many of the cases, but as'in the previous
instance, less than half of the students were judged to have limited skills,in
English. The data point t9 a need for the greater availability of bilingual
special education services, as well as a iedistrihution of services to meet the
needs of the-stu is with the least English-proficiency.

Special education services encompassed a wide variety of handicapping
conditions. The'most frequent of these were Moderate Learning Disabilities
(MLD), Speech, Primary Educable Handicapped (EMH) and Trainable Mentally
Handicapped (TMH) accounting for over 60 percent of the students. MLD and
Speech services were usually supplied through .a resource teacher; Primary EMH
Ad TMH services to Di to be given by a single teacher in a self-contained
classroom.

The mean number o de. of instructional time in English for
spe'cial education studen ing bi,ingual services was four, or slightly
more than half of the day ih-English. A the students'-English fluency
increased so eid the amount of English i struction. No appreciable differences
were discerned 'among the various content, areas.
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Bilingual Classroom Observation Survey
Summary of Results .

A total, of 153 classrooms were observed by the'ttaff of the Bilingual
of the Department of Research and Evaluation during the months of

Fbruaxy through May, 1979. The mean nuMber of minute's per classroom visits
was 28. The mean class size was also 28 with 51 percent of all classes

having 28 -or fewer.students. The mean age of students in these
classrooms was eight years, with 51 percent of the students between the ages
of five and.soven, and the-remainder between the ages of eight and 14. The
age distribution of the sample was similar to that of the total elementary
bilingual program population.

Numbr ane'type of teachers

Of the classrooms observed, 5E perceht had one classroom teacher, 36
_percent had two adults supervising, and eight percent had three or more adults
in charge of tht class. All classrooms had at least one regular teacher, 29
had teacher aides, five had student teachers, and three had other adults in
the classroom. Of the clasrooms with ore regular teacher, 21 percent had a
teacher aide.

,Classroom characteristics

-

s shown in Tables 9 and 10, most of the tigssrooms were of_the self-
contaned type (74 percent), and located in regular classroom facilities, (85
percent). The most freauent type of instructional grouping was-that of the
whole class receiving instruction (41 percent of the classes), followed by
Fran group working with teacher (31 percent), and part of class receiving
instruction (30 percent),* The instances whereby the whole class was working
independently accounted for only-12 percent of the classes, and those where
the whole class was working with a teacher aide accounted for only 10 percent
of the responses.

responses allow4d
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TABLE 9

Program Model

Percent of' Cases Count

Self- Contdined 74 115

Team Teaching 14 22

Pull-Out 5 9

Departmentalized 4 7

Other 3 5

Total Responses 158 #r".

r°- Total Cases = 153

*Meltiple responses allowed

TABLE 10

Classroom Facilities
r'

Regular Classroom

Mobile Classroom

Conference or Small Pocm

Other Non-Instructional Area
Po

Percent of Casee-

Total Responses 153

4

*MUltiple responses allowed
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Count

130
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The instructional content of the clagsroom observedconsisted mainly of

language arts-Enalish (54 percent of the classes),, lan4uage arts-native (30

percent) and mathematics (22 percent).* *Muse the typical' classroom

observed consisted of one teacher, usually without an aide, in a self-

contained classroom-with the whole class receiving instruction, either in

language arts-Enalis)-, language arts-native, or arithmetic. 4
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Bjijn4ual- Classroorr observation. Survey

'Peyularly certified teachers had the most, teaching experience; 68
percent had six or more years of experience compared to ,11 percent of FTB
cerqf.ied teachers; ,None of tlpe reguldrl,y certified teachers had less' thin
two years of experience, while 34 percent had 15 or more years' experience.'
rrB teachers had the' largest percentage of teacR'd-rs with qnly, one or two years

%,,.
of teaching expekience (21 percent). Thus the large majority of allteachers,

..-had ,aver two years' expe" erice. -
e _

teaOher and teacher ade'o

PhOal-verq a1 Bo roteA the .ing methods` used in tho,classroom.
Most of the teachers observed used-"auestioningand discUssing" in their
classropm (B4 percent).* The next most"freauentmethods used were "answering
and agsisting"(68 percent), and "show and tell, demonstrating" (63 percent)
and "siiperVisina app. directing" q53.percent).-"Praising" (27 percent) and
"disciplining' 119 percent) were used' least by teachers. Most of the
teachers used eclecticappkoaches to 'edaehing, with student partiCipation
more predbminant than teacher criticdsm. The most frecuently mentioned-
responsibilities for the teacher aides were reinforcing instruction (41.3
percent) and tutoring (30.4 percent).*

Language use

The amount of English used xnthe classroom was fairly evenly distributed
(see Table 11). In one-foukth of the classrooms observed Only English was
ysed;'tliese were primarily English language arts classes and some matfiematics
'classes. The mean percent of instructional time in English obsgered for,all
classes was over 50 percent for all content areas except native language arts
(31 percent) and science (44 percent.).

Teachers were aWced to estimate the percentage of English used daily in
the classroom (Table 12). .The majority of teachers (54 percent) used ,between

one-third and two-thirds English daily; one-third used over 75 percent
English, and only 13 percent used less than 30 percent English. The mean
percent English used was 61.3. However, 20 percent of the teachers stated
that th sed 100 percent English it their classrooms, so percentages were

- also c lculated without these classes. The mean percent English is reduced to
51 per nt without the 'all English classes included; 72 percent of these
classe used at least 50 percent.Enclish. Thus, even discounting the all
English clashes, most teachers reported bsing at least as much English as the -

student's native language.
s.

e responses
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Percent of

0 - 35%
36 - 60%
61,- 95%

100%

TABLE 11

fish used by Teachers

Percent

25.2
21.9
26.5

26.5

N = 151

TABLE 12.

Teacher Estimated Percent of Daily English Use

. . Percent

0 - 35%
36 - 60%

61 - 9ccs'

100%

40

14.4

41.1

24.0

20.5

146

b
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C

ribution of Students by Instructional Needs Cateaory
e

Teachers were also agked to report the percentage of twderts in their
classrooms from each instructional needs category. Few classes had more than
50 percent cateaory students (26 percent), 22 percent had over 50 percent "B"
students, 7.9 percent more"skilan 50 percent "C" studd'nts, and 12.9 percent with
more than 50 percept 7NP" students. Most classes then, were not comprised of a
majority of students at the same language pr'oficiency level. In fact, only
three classes had 100 !percent students ;from a single instructional needs
category.

However, classes did fall into two major groupings: (1) "A
classes--those classes 50 percent or more "A" students, or 0 percent or
more "P" stfldants, or percent or more "A" and "E" student , "C, IT"
classes--those classes with 50 percent or more "C" students, or 50 percent o
more "NP" students, or Sc' percent or more "C" and."NP" students. Sixty-sev
percent of all classes fell into the "A, B" category, and 33 percent were
"C, NV category. The distribution , does differ slightly when all English
cladses are excluded; forthese,classes, 76 percent are "A, B" category,
percent were in the "C, category. Of all the English only classes,
percent are "A, B" and 67 percentare "C, NP" claSses. Although these
"A, E" classes in whiCh only EnaliSh is used represent only nine clas
they point to possible deficiencieS that need to be studied further.
it must be noted that the data are unclear as to whether the limited
students (categories A, P, And C) who were observed in all English
were receiving some form of bilingual services from personnel othe
teacher present at the time.,

The mean percent of,time that e teachers used English fo
of classes was also calculated; the mean for the "A, B" classe
percent, and that for the "C, NP" classes was 70 percent. Wh
English classes were excludee, the means were 51 percent for
and 63 percent for the "C, NP" .classes. These rough measur
language use indicate that teachers do differentiate their
based on the 'instructional needs of their students. Howe
apparent that varying levels of students' English languag
single classroom make it difficult for teachers to gear
the needs of all students.

In order to measure the magnitude of any relatio
English lipguage use and students' cateaory placemen
coefficients were calculated for teacher's daily us
percentage of students in each category per classr
that the percentage of "A" students in a classroom
amount of English used than are any of the other
(Table 13). The more "A" students per class, th
the teacher. The percentage of "A" students wa
a negative relationship with the amount of Ena
percentage of students in any of the other ca
English langUage used was more likely to inc
the percentage of "A" students was more lik
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.s

use than the percentage of any other category of students can perhaps be
explained by the fact that if the students in a classroom all have the same
native language background, teaches will gear their language use to that known
by all students. That is, "A".students are not likely to know any English, but
"NP" students may know the native language of the "A" students as well as English.
Further research is needed in this area in order to determine if students
instructional needs are actually being served, particularly for students
classroom with studentsfwi'h different Fnalish language needs%

TABLE 13

. .

Correla tion of Instructional Category to Percent of

Daily English Instructional Time

% Students in
% Daily English
Instruction

each category. N = 131

A -.60
,11

C .28

NP .33

Native,
English Lan9vage Proficiency

Observers also rated teachers language proficiency in both English anc'
native language on a scale from 1 to 5. Teachers proficiency in both languages
was generally rated high.' The mean English rating was 4.7 and that for the
native language used was 4.6. These means were relatively similar regardless
of teacher experience or 'certification, or amount of English used in the
classroom./
English Reading Groups

Almost all of the classrooms had at least one reading group in English as
well as the students' home language; 6.5 percent had no English reading oups,
6.7 percent had no home language reading groups. The large majority howiver had
three or more reading groups'in both English (79 percent) and home language
(68 percent).

The English Englishh language approach used in teaching Elish language arts in -

most of the classrooms was a,reading series.(82 percent) and TESL (68 percent).*
Only 30 percent of the classrooms used the Intensive Reading improvement Program
(TRIP) service e. Approximately 84 percent of the..teachers charted student progress
using CP/ML 'cards. Few used native language leveli CP/ML (18 percent) while 48
,percent used individual learning plans.

Multiple responses allowed



Summary of Bilinaual Teacher Questionnaire Results

A ,otal of 419 questionnaires were returned from 93 different schools,
representing a sample of more than a third of the total number of bilingual
teachers and schools with bilinatal programs. The ma)ority of,teachers taught
in a self-contained program (59 percent); with most of the remaining teachers
divided,eaually among team-teaching programs (14 percent), departmentalized
programs (13 percent), and pull-out programs (14 percent). Only three of the
total number of teachers taught in a full-day integrated program. This
distribution differs from the 1978 sample in that the percentage of teachers
in a team teaching program decreaged by almost half from 23 percent to 14
percent. ,While those in self-contained models increased from 49 percent to
percent. Other differences cannot be ascertained-since the categories used
were slightly different in 1978.

Most teachers it the sample were certified at the primary (53 perc
intermediate levels (48 percent). Only 32 percent of the respondents w
certified at the secondary level. Post of the teachers were bilingua
(96 percent), and 71 percent'have had three .years or more o biling
experience. The mean number of years of hilinguaI teachin experie

59

ent)* or
ere

I endorsed
al teacher

nce is 3.9.

At every level of teacher certifiCation (primary, intermediate, secondary),
two-thirds or more of the teachers had three or more years of bilingual teaching
experience. Teachers in self7contained prograins had the highest mean years of
bilingual teaching experiencJ (4.2), follothed by teachers in departmentalized
programs (3.9), team-teaching programs (3.5) and pull-out programs (3.2). The
highest percentage of teachers with less than two years of bilingual experience
was for those in the pull -out program (45 percent),Iand the lowest was for those
in the self-contained programA23 percent). ThuS, teachers with, the most exposure
of students on a daily basis were those with the most experience in bilingual
teaching.

The large majority orteachers certified at. tie
levels were in the self-contained bilingual program
respectively), compared to _IP percent,of the second
substantial number of the secondary teac ers were
program (34 percent), with 16 percent in pull
team-teaching program. --

*Multiple responses allowed

primary a1d intermediate
64 percent 63 percent

ary-certified teachers. A.

in the dePartMentalized
-out and :12 percent in the



Language Use

Only nine percent of the teachers indicated that their weekly use of
English in the classroom was less than 20 percent. The large majority of
teachers (75,percent) used English at least 40 percent of the time; of those 39
percent used English at' least 60 percent of the time and over a third (35
percent) used English about eaually with their native language.

Teachers certified at either the primary or intermedi -te levels reported
similar amounts of languaae use; over one-third used over 60 percent English,
compared-to 42 percent of the secondary certified respondents. The primaryIhnd
intermediate teachers were more likely to use both languhe equally than were
secondary teachers who used either slightly more or s]ztghtly less English.

Teachers with five and six-year-old students were most likely to use both
languages eaually. Teachers with seven to thirteen-year-old students were more
apt to use slightly more English, and teachers-with-14-year-olds reported using
slightly more home language. Except for teachers of 14-year-olds, no more than
one - third of the ,teachers used less than 60 percen in theirclaSsrooms.

Virtually all of the teachers rated their English language proficiency as
"good" (31 percent)' or "excellent" (67 percent), With the remaining two percent
self-rated as "fair." Over two-thirds qf-the teachers rated their non-English
language profitiency as-"excettunt" '(71 percent), 27 .percent as "good," and only
two percent as'"fair."

No major differences.occured in English or native language proficiency among
teachers tertifieCat different levels. Teachers certified At the intermediate
level had a slightly higher percentage rated as excellent in English (73 per-
cent), as compared to primary certified teachers (63 percent) and secondary
certified teachers (68'percent). The percentages were virtually reversed for
native language proficiency, with secondary teachers having the highest
percentage of excellent rating (74 percent), compared to 70,percent of primary
certified teachers and'74 percent of-intermediate certified teachers.
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'Teacher Lan'guaqe proficiency ane Lanauaae Use

Teachers who rated their English language proficiency as "good" were
slightly less likely to use as much Fnglish in the classroom as teachers who
rate their English proficiency as . "excellent." Forty-filie percent of the latter
used English at least 60 percent of the time, compared to 31 percent of the
former. However, over 70 percent of both groups used at least 40 percent English
per week.

A

On the .other hand, teachers who, rated heir .native language proficiency as
"good" were slightly more likely to use more English in the classroom than
teachers who rated their native language ,as " excellent." Thirty-fiye percent of
the latter used English at least 60 percent compared to 48 percent 'of the former.
Seventy and 80 percent of the "excellent and "good" native speakers, respectivly,
used at'lea'st-40 percent Ehglish. Thus, English and native language proficiency
may'play some role in determining amount of classroom English ese, but it is
impossible to confirm such a relationship until both the English language
proficiency of the stpdents and the type of program are known. It is likely that
these latter factors are critically important in determining the amount cif English
used in the classroom. Further investigation of these variables is needed in
order to ascertain if language proficiency' in either English or native language is
a consideration in the assignment of personnel to specific programs and models.

Teachers were also asked to indicate which language they were most likely
to use in a particular situation, using a scale from 1 to 5, with 1 eaual to
"only native," and'5 equal to "only English" use. Thus, a mean.greater tian 3
indicates greater English use and a mean less than 3 indicates greater native
lapguage use.

-41
The greater amount of English use was found for three commands; "asking to

line up" (3.3), "telling to put things away," (3.3), and "telling to be-quiet"
el . (3.1). All of the other situations have means between two and three. The .

lowest means were forthe teaching of subject matter; "teaching science" (2.5),
"teaching social studies" (2.6),and showing a math problem (2;6), and for
telling the students to get their parents permission for something (2.5). The
Mean of the remaining item, "telling studenti to pay attention," was slightly
higher at 2.8.

.

Therefore, when teaching subject matter, teachers were somewhat more likely
to use the students' native language than English, but no language was necessarily
preferred for every command.

The'same pattern of .language use held true within categories of overall,
language use. The means for teachers whpse English language use per week ranged
between 40 and-50 percent were virtually the same as those just reported. The
means were uniformly higher for teachers whose overall English linguage use was
high (between 8 and.100 percent), and the means were uniformally lower for

)1.'teachers whose verall English language use ranged between D and 39 percent. In

other words, the differences in situational, language use were similar reaardless
of teachers overall language use. The values of the means varied, not the
pattern of differences.
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a .
TeaChers were also asked to indicate on a scale from 1 to 5, hoW much of

a problem they have had with a series of items (1 = minor ptoblems, 5 = major
problem). Table 16 disgays the items in their relative order of severity.

The items that were the least problematic for teachers were 'lack of
teacher cooperation" and "lack of administrative support," with means of 1.8
and 1.9 respectively. The next highest means were concerned with student and
classroom characteristics': "wide age range" (2.1); "student transiency"
(2.4), and "class too large" (2,5). The next highest means were concerned
with a wide range of issues; "lack of parent interest" (2.6); "lack of an
aide" (2.6); insufficient supplies" (2.7) wide English proficiency range among
students: (2.8), and "too much testing" (2.8). The two items with the highest
means were "wide ability range" (3.3), and "too many questionnaires and forms"
(3.5).

The four items that were most problematic then, were bas'ically of two
types: (1) student characteristics-wide ability range and wide English
proficiency range; and (2) administrative tasks-too much testing and too many
questionnaires and forms. The former problem is undoubtedly exacerbated by
thellatter. Incorporating the needs of a wide range of students is necessarily
time consuming and difficult, so that any additional time spent in testing and
paperwork makes these teacher jobs even more difficult.

TABLE'14.

1.

2.

r 3.I .4.

5.

Problems Cited by Silingual Teachers

Rank Order

Too many questionnaires.
Wide ability range
Too much testing

Wide English proficiency range
Insufficient supplies

Problem

3.5

3.3

2.8 /-"-

2.8

2.7
6. Lack of an aide 2.6
7. Lack of parent interest 2.6
8. Class too large 2.5
9. transiency 2.4

10.

_Student
Wide age range 2.1

11. Lack of administrative support 1.9
12. Lack of teacher cooperation 1.8

The instructional model in which the teachers worked also affected their
definition of-problems. Teachers'in team-teaching situations cited large
class size as important but were less'concerned about a wide age range.
Teachersin pull-out and departmentalized problems indicated that insufficient
supplies were a problem of moderate concern. Those in pull-out models also
cited wide age range as a difficulty more often than those in other models but
were leadt concerned with large class size.
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There were minor variations in the ratings of mean seriousness of problme
among all teachers in various program model types. O'erall, however, the
problems most teachers encountered clustered around wide ability and English
proficiency ranges and_administrative tasks (questionnaires, forms, testing)
apparently considered peripheral to the instructional process. Toa lesser
degree a lack of resources, both staff and supplies, were cited as troublesome
areas.

While some of the problems cited-are common to a majority of teachers

-51

throughout the school system,

)

wide English proficiency range seems to be a
problem which affects to a gr ter degree teachers in bilingual programs, and
one which must be considered when making organizational decisions concerning

dngual education programs.
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Special Projects

During Fiscal 1979 a number of special projects relevant to *he Chicago
public schools' program of bilingual education were carried out by the
Department of Research and Evaluation. These included the translation and
development of the Spanish Criterion-Referenced Tests in Mathematics, refine-

t of,student placement proCedures, updating of the longitudinal data base,
e translation of the Assyrian version of the Short Tests of Linguistic

Skills (STLS), and calibration of the Spanish/English version of the STLS.

The Criterion- Referenced Tests (CRTs) in Mathematics, Spanish edition,
are a group of instruments which measure the terminal objectives in the
BehaVior,ObjdctiVes for Mathematics Levels A to V - Elementary School. The
Criterion-Referenced Tests itt Mathematics, Spanish edition were developed in
order to:

. fully implement a continuous progress/mastery learning mathematics
program in the child's native langauge.

provide a uniform method of assessing mathematics progress'
throughout the Spanish bilingual programs within the Chicago
elementary public school*

assess the Spanish bilingual student's mastery of the terminal
mathem4tics objectives.

The C TS in'Mathemati6s cover ten ski).l topics: sets, meaning of_numbers,
place value, operations with whole numbers, rational numbers, measurement
geometry,'' integers, real numbers and probability and statistics.

U.

The CRTs in Mathematics correspond to each of the thirteen mathematics
levels A through V, as they appear in the mathematics curriculum 4ilides.
These objectives define skills a student should have)t;efore moving on to the
next mathematics' level. Although all of these objectives are considered
important, a small group of terminal objectives were selected from each level,
for a total of 249 terminal Objectives. 0

The development of the Spanish CRTs in Mathematics began in Fiscal 1978
at which time the complete set of intermediate and upper level tests were
translated and/Or developed. However, major revisions were made in the
Mathematics CRTs in English causing a complete revision of the Mathematics
CRTs in Spanish'. A small pilot of the topic 'Operations with Whole Numbers'

Spanish edition had also revealed that format reauired too much
reading and would have to be changed i order to,better measure the objective
and the mathematics progress of the student.

During fiscal 1979 tests were written Old/or translated for the primary'
cycle (levels A through,H). In the process of writing these tests, the
writers took Awe to assure that the English and Spanish items remained
parallel, while also checking for possible cultural or linguistic bias in the
items.' The, tests were reviewed by a panel of bilingual and mathematics .

educators and after some revisions the tests were approved. In fiscal 1979
the intermediate and upper cycle tests (levels J through V) were revised and
minyjpiEw items were generated. It is expected that the entire Mathematics
CRTs ilit Spanish will be available for extensive field testing in Fiscal 1981.
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Placement Procedures and Longitudinal Data Base

The bilingual data files were developed so that a student is added the
file when he or she enters the Chicago school system. The student is
classified as to the type of instructional program that would be most
appropriate to meet his or her educational- needs using the entrance criteria.
A profile of the educational data i printed for each student Along with
-instructional recommendations. The file is updated monthly and students who
transfer from one school to another are identified along with students who
leave the system. The information on each student from a non-English
background is updated from the various educational and program participation
files which include the student Master File, the Standardited Achievement
record file, the Title I Achievement file, the Title I Participant file, the
Bilingual Achievement files, the Attitude Survey files, the Special Education
file, the Minimum Proficiency file, the Bilingual Census file, and the Access
to Excellence file. Data from each of these files are used ---.to update the
Bilingual data file. Ai the end of each year the data available for the
student are combined to form a final record for the student. This file is
retained as an archive for that year. The archive file is then used to
evaluate, a student's educational progress and his/her educational needs for
the next year using the exit criteria.

Following the reevaluation of students a new record is created with the
original instructional needs category, the instructional needs category from
the previous year and-the new instructional needs category. The most recent
achievement data are also retained and additional space is allocated for
recording of new data from the files listed above. The new record becomes the
archive record at the end of the next year.

Following the completiob of the academic year a new profile is created
for each student. THis is sent to the school for use in development of the
student's educational program; A summary of the student's instructional needs
is used to assist in the staffing ant organization of the sch ols. The
archive tapes of each year can be combined using the bilingua merge program
to create a longitudinal file with up to 15 years of archive files. Selected
archive years can be Anbined to form files of interest, e current archive
data file is being revised to collect and maintain additio al data reauested
by the Illindis State Board of Education. Previous archive files and the
associated programs will be converted in FY81 to reflect the additional data
reduested by the state.

The Shqrt Tests of Linguistic Skills (STLS) were developed to determin
the language proficiency of bilingual students. Tests have been developed in
English and 11 languages including: Arabic, Assyrian, Chinese, Greek,
ItaliantJapanese, Korean, Pilipino, Polish, Spanish, and Vietnamese. Spanip
and Korean versions were field tested during Fiscal 1977 and 1978, an Assyrian
version was completed the following year.

During 1979the STLS results of a sample of 1000 students_ fluent in
English and 500 students fluent in Spanish were analysed using the Basch
model, a latent trait model designed to single out items which do:not fit the
construct of fluency in English or in Spanish. After removing the defective
items the English and SpaniSh subtests were calbrated. (See Appendix F)
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TPA N/'

THIS F sisr BE. FILLED :JUT FCR:

(1) ALL ENTSWRO WERE CLASSIFIED I".7.1 EIIINGLAL PRO'lRAM (PROFILE CATEGORY
A,B 4R C FOR ELEMENTARY S7,57Z-S4AN:1 PC(`'R.A!.1 F' F 111'4I SCE-,OL STUDENTS)

WHE HER OR NOT TREY A =`:T!'1 P, ' RILItiG1"; o' FFI SERVICES

(2) R STUDENTS 1.T.0 ARE NcW 'ESL INSTRUCTION OR TITLE VII
CES, REGARDLESS OF :HEIR.BIA CiAT-.G0%1ES

:
For students in a bilingual prograr, fill out sectior.s'A through N, P through U,

and appropriate .ections on ,tne reverse side. For students receiving ESL only, fill in
sections A through N, S, and U, and appre-rlate ectivns on the reverse side.

-0

For students not inlk,bilingual or ESL program, fill in sections A through71:4-,I,
J,U,KK, and appropriate ser.44zns on the reverse side.

IF YOU ARE USING A PREPRINTED FORM, MA'

ARE CORRECT. IF THEY ARE NOT CORRECT, DESTF..

THE STUDENT. IF A STUDENT IS NO LONGER FRO
OUT A FORM FOR THAT STUDENT.

T NUMBER AND ACE CYCLE
ND FILL NK FORM FOR

N. YOUR SCHOOL, YOU NEED FILL

Student Identification Number. If not preprinted, enter student's eight digit num e

'Unit Number.- If preprinted, c accuracy. 'Fill out new,arm if incorrect.

_ C. Room-Division Number. F

contains a letter, replace the letter with the number "9'."
student's.3 digit 'room number. If the room number

D. AgeCycle. If preprinted, check accuracy. If 1nc6rrece, fill out new form. If filled
out in July through December, student's ale as of Dec. 1, this year. If filled out
in the Spring, student's age as of Dec. 1 Ia year.

Fill in H for male or F for ferale.

F. Fill in place birth for all students.

Cl. If student is currently receiving bilingual or ESL serAces, fill in "yes" and go on to
G2. If student is not receiving these services, fill in "no" and skip section G2, but
complete sections H through J, U, KK, and the appropriate sections on the reverse side.

G2. If the student is receiving bilingual or ESL services fill in the appiopriate circle.

H. Language Proficiency Level. ' Rate the student's current English 'language proficiency.
Note that the presence of an accent which does not int^rfere with effective communication
should not be considered in determining the student's level.

Level I. The student understands very little and prodices only isolated words or
phrases in English.

Level II. The student understands and can ,communicate in English, but h'd great difficulty.

Level III. The student comprehends most of 'what is said to her/him and communicates fairly
well although h.-!r/his fluency is not comparable to that of Level IV students.

Level IV. The student corprehendsAnd communicates adequately, but her/his fluency is
not comparable to that of English speaking peers.

Level V. The student's English proficiency is equivalent to that of native English
speaking peers.

s
Instructional Needs Category. Assess the student's current instructional needs.

A Speaks and understands little or no En and needs all content area instruction
in the home language. IF

B Speaks and understands some English, but needs about half of her/his instruction in
the home language.

C Speake'end understands English well enough to participate in a classroom in which
English is deed most of the time, can receive almost all instruction in English.-

NP The pupil's language ability is ecvAvaleat to that of native English speaking peers,
and she/he can perform adequately in an all-Fri,g40 classroom.

PLEASE HAKE SURE THAT EACH STUDENT'S I.
STUDENT WILL NOT RE INCLUDED IN YOUR SCHOnL'S TAILIES.

ECTLY CODED. IF IT ISN'T, TOE



I. Fill in larq.3ie at 1..st.ofC,,des is in Appendix A
Some commonly used codes_are:

10- Arabic 21-Cantonese 93-Italian :S-Kcrean
25-Assyrian 02- .reek 11- Japan' se

Fill in tne

04-Polish
07-Serbo-

Croatian

01-Spanish
)4-Vietnamese

student .n any bilingual pr this year.

Fill in how many years the ste'ileLt: ?-as teen in the bil;,qual program.

Fill in all that apply.

.
_.

N. Fill in the average number of minutes cer week of .TESL instruction. If greater
than 299 minutes, fill in 299. /

O. Omit this section.

In what Language is student receiving hilinguai instruction? See list .of
codes in Appendix A.

Fill in only for students inIbi gram or 'SL program. If a studenttudent
does not receive he language instruction everday, determine how many
periods per week is received, and di?:d-f t:s by 5 to obtain the average
number of periods per day. (Englisn instruction includes ESL instruction)
Note: The sum of the jArsicds per day in Englisn-and home leali4 e is usually

R. Enter the relevant amount of hone lanci.age and 7.nglish used duriIng 'instruction
in each cf the four sub3ect areas. Note that tr.e anoents are racked in 5
categories from almost all hone language to almost all English language
instruction.

7,

S. If you are filling -,he form out in Sept. through Jan. , omit thts section. If
filling out in the Spring, fill in the number of days present and absent as
of the end of the third markirg period.

T. glme Language Performance, Fill in only for sttdentS in the bilingual program.
Estimate student's reading and speaking/listening performance in home language.
If you don't speak the student's home language, nave a bilingual teacher
familiar with the student give his/her estimate. If no estimate is available,
fill in "don't know."

U. The person filling out the form should sign lisjher name and fill in the
circle co espoohding to his/her position.

TURN OVER FORM AND: FILL IN APPRCPRIATE SECTIONS

If the Student is in elementary szhool, fill out sections AA through GG.

AA. Indicate student's English untituous progress reading level.
SS. Indicate student's home language continuous progress reading level.
CC. Indicate udent's continuous progress math level.
DO. Indibate ether the student is in the Language in Transition program.
EE. hether the student is in any Title I Program other than Language in

Transition.
rp. Indicate whether the student is enrolled in any other ptcial reading program,

(i.e., TU-READ, IRIP, etc.)
GG. Indicate whether the student or any one of his/her teachers is receiving

Title will services. %Fill
MM. Fill in for all hiqh the student's year in school,

his/her grade point average, ird whether has been enrolled in a reading
lab at any time d...ring ool year.

Fill in these sections only if the student has been assigned a special
education classification wnether`or not they are receiving bilingual
services. Determine 3tAdent's code from his/her status card or
frameA

Fill out only for students nit receiving bilingual or ESL services, Indicate
the reason student is not receiving either service and fill in all.that apply.
Also indicate the dAte tie student left the r. ram

SU T N 4D A °f I,1 AkI }PPECTLY conED,
AiiACR PAPER s- = R EMMA T4 TIFF VOR`SS



amirokfir Voir

1111.1111111,111111111111
Fill sections A.through J and U for all stud

STUDENT ID NO. UNIT NO RIIDIV °' SEX., , BIRTH PLACE Is the student currently
receiving Efilittgual Ser.

?

,

Ye 2

No I in AJ. U
and proper
grids on back)

0Raters
Evaluation

of Student's
Language

Proficiency

PI

LLLLeveeevvilli!II OCI li:Vil

Level ° V

Instructional
Needs

Category

QA
..

0-8

0 C

0 NP

0 U $ A
()AFRICA
0 ASIA -

0 CUBA
C) EUROPE=

,0 MEXICCr
0 MID-EA-Sr.
0 PACIFIC ISLES
0 PUERTO RICO

0 OTHER LATIVAMERICA
0 OTHER

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ®0000000(r
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 = 000
0 0 0 ( -_,0 ®0
0 0 0 0 0r0 0 000000000
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 000000000®0000000

0 0 ® 00000000004S0
0 (5S 0
0 Cr 0 0
® ® ®®
0 0 0 0
00.00
®®®®

0 0 0000
0 0.0

---0a0
Ot.) 0
0 r.t 0000
0 0 0
0 00000

0 0oo00

0
0
0
0,

o
Female

_Service received
dill inrone)

it In
BWIngssel A-U

atISL only A.0
If neither, A-J, U & KK

Primary
Non-English
Language
at Home

Month
started in
program
this year

Time in
Bilingual,
program'

0 Sep
o Oct
0 Nov 0 2-J yr
0 Dec

® ;F: 0 Jan 0 3ra vl
0 Feb

0
0
0

0 Mar
Apr

0 -1.!) yr

0 0 cyma, 0 5th Jr
0 G. 0 Jun or ore

Who provides
the student's

ESL
instruction,

o

ro, ES_

Red. -r teacn

Endorsed Bd.
Teacher

ESi. ' acto:

a tr_ se

Average no of
minutes/week

of TESL
inst uction

Location
in TESL
strand

Non-English
language of
instruction

Average no of
penods 'day of
instruction in

English Home
language

0 1-1 9

0 2-2 9
0 d-3-9
0 4-4k 0
0 5.89 0
0 6-6 9 0

7 or 0
more

C)
Iy

C

z

2
C)

0

Almost
all

Home lang

Language of
Instruction.

Almost
home all
Engl Engl

C
Language Arta_0 0 C 0
Math0 0 0 0
Social Studies

Science

0

30

Attendance

Days Present Days Alsent

IJ

c_ 6.)

Home
Language

Performance
Speaking'

Reading Listening
Below

age level

At G-age levei

Above
age

0 Don t knower

NI-!ORTANTI
Please complet all appropriate grids

on the other side:
AA-GG for all elementary students
HH for all high school students
II and JJ for all students with special education codes
KK for all students not currently receiving

bilingual services
Signature of
person corn
plating form-

0 iii Endorsed fracher
ESL teacher

ac Pi_

Fill in only one
1-;111_1$111- 0,7 !aCtikq

0 Ball-19(1W coordinator

0 Other

C



111111111111111111
FILL OUT FOR ALL ELEMENTARY STUDENTS ONLY

Continuous Progress Levels
Is the student enrolled

MATH .n the Id T. p(Pgram?
.No -Q'

is the student enrolled

READING
Home

English language

Fill --i,t toi
HIG.i

Year
trade-
Point

Average

Is the stude=11
rolled io

reading tat'
Yes .0

in any other Title I program?
Yes 0 No

Is the student enrolled in any
6:' other special parting program?

Yes n No 0
Title VII services (Including staff

development) are being received by:
(Fig in all that apply)

Student Teacher Neither

0
SPECIAL EDUCATION

Hu out ONLY if the student has been
assigned a Special Education classification

Special Ed
Code Is the student currently receivint

Special Education services?

Y.S r)
Is the Soecial Education teacher

endorsed in the pupil s home
language'

0 t40
Is a teacher aide -available

who can converse in the
pupil s home language,

`,.2s 0 No 0

OTHER CODES

O 0 0 e0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 o C o o

0

O 0 0 0 0 0 0
CQ 0 0 0 0,0 4 0 0® 0 0 0 0 0 0® ® ® 0 0 ®O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0® ® 00 ® 0

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

Use ONLY a soft (No. 2 or softer) black lead pencil
Fill in the desired circle completely and darkly

Erase any answer you want to change cleanly and completely

BAD MARKS GOOD MARKS
00(4 OA° 000 000 000 000

41=

2

Fill out ONLY for Students who are not receiving bilingual or ESL services
(Fill in all that apply)

O Student is no longer enrolled at this school

0 Parents refused consent

O Profile indicatep services are no

O Local staff feel services are no longer needed

Q Student could use services, but staff is not available

DATE LE
Month

PROGRAM
Year

0
0
o
0



. APPENDIX B

This form is n s r: d: Chicgc
Public school: an) are wnere - language Chan Eny '
ndrmally spo-ken.

I - '

1 These sections of the MF are to be filled out
I FOR EVERY STUDENT: A, B, ^, E, J, R, S, T, U, f or Z, BB
Fill out section P only for students currently enrolled in o b)

I program.

Fill out a blank form for dent, completing sections

A. Language Proficiency Level:, Note that the presence of an acceclt
does not interfere with efctive rommunication shoulc! Tie con;..der,'
determining the student's level. j

Level The student understands very little and pro-lures
words or phases in English.

c la

Level II: The student understands and can comMunAcate in English, but
with grfat difficulty. .

Levet III: The student comprehends most of what is said to him/her and
communicates fairly well although his her flueney'is not
comparable to that of Level IVstuden

Level 'TV: The student ccr.:prehends and communicates adequately, but his;
her fluency is r,ct comparable to' that of native English-
'speakang 1.)e

Level V: The' student's English proficiency is equivalent to that of
native English-speaking peers.

Proficiency Categoiy al Needs)

Speaks and understands little or no.EalgliS'h and needs all content area
instruction in 'lone language.

B: Speaks and und--ista9ds some,Enylish but needs some instruction
language.

Speaks and understands English well enough to participate in a class-
room in which only English is

Note that these do not rrrepond to the Board's bilinguai,pro,. escla
fications.



C. StuoPnt's birthdate.

- D&F. Omit these sections.

E. Fill in place of birth for all students.

& I. Omit these sections.tr-

Language spoken at home. A complete list of codes is in the Appendix A of
the manual. Some commonly used codes are:

10 - Arabic 21 - Cantonese 03 - Italian 08 - Korean . 04 Polish
01 - Spanish 25 - Assyrian 02 - Greek 11 - Japanesefl

09 Pilipino/Tagalog 07 - Serbo- Croatian 34 - Vietnamese

K, L, M, N, 0, Q. Omit these sections.

P. Fill this out only for students,in a bilingual program. Estimate, if
possible, student's)performance in home language.

Complete this section last. Instructions are on'pages.14-27 of-thts booklet.
page.

S. Student I.D. number CHECK ACCURACY of eight-digit I.D. number.

T. Special educa,tion code. Omit this section.

U. Unit number. Fill in for all students.

V, W & X. Omit these sections.

Y. Indicate continuous progress reading and math levels for elementary
,school students. ,

Fill out yetk in school for high school students. "Evaluation" is graded,

point average: + is B or better, = is C and - is D or loWer.

AA. Omit this section.

BB. Indicate whether the person who administered section E can speak the
student's home home language.

1

!MAKE SURE THAT THE STUDENT'S ID NUMBER AND BIRTHDAY ARE CORRECTLY 1

'CODED. PLEASE DO NOT ATTACH PAPER CLIPS, STAPLES OR RUBBER BANDS 1

ITO THE FORMS I

1



1°1 I I I IV I
CHICAGO ONLY - ALL HERS OVE
STUDENT NAME

STUDENT ID NO SPEC ED
CODE

® 0 0 ® 0
0 0 CY 0 0 000

O 00 00®00® 0000
O 00000,0®O 000000®O 000000®00®00000
® 000 ® 00_0

UNIT N 0 R M DIV

0000
el

®

0
AGE

CYCLEBI L

0000000'0000®
® ®0000

0 0 0
® 00®
O 000

0 ® 00000

000000
®®o

o0to
0 0 0
® 0 ®000
0 0 0
0O®

000000
O 00000000
00®
O 00
GOO
® 0®
00®

0®00
0®

)8
O
O

EL MENTARY HIGH

INST LEVEL SCHOOL

READ MATH t E

0® 000 0
O 0'0® R 00.c'
O 0,000008000

BIL TCHR ID

ipalut - gm. .11ser. 0.0

FILL IN FOR ALL STUDENTS
RATER'S

EVALUATION OF
STUDENT S

k LANGUAGE
PROFICIENCY

O LA I
O 0:10%11
O LEVEL
O LEVEL IN,'

o LEVEL V

BIRTH DATE ENTERED PROGRAM
ONTH YEAR ONTH YEAR

BIRTH. PLACE

LANGUAGE
PR GAIDIENCY
C1EGORY

O A-1, B bD

0
0

0 0O ®0' 00 0 0
O 0
O 0

PRIMARY
NON-ENGL
LANGUAGE
AT HOME

Mo STARTED
IN PROGRAM
THIS SCHOOL

YEAR

0 Sep Or
()Oct Orolg
0 N, 0
0 %Th.

oil' Oju-.

NON ENGL
LANGUAGE
OF INSTR

0
0 0

0
0
0
0

0
0

0

©

0
lc)

O USA
o AFRICA
O ASIA
O CUBA

o EUELOIR
o MEXICO
o MID-EAST
o PACIFIC ISLES

o LATIN AMERICA
o PUERTO RICE;
o OTHER -

AGE ON
ARRIVAL
IN U S A

SEX M 0

NOT tn PROGR

0 00 0
0
O

O

O
AVERAGE MINUTES PER DAY

INSTRUCTION IN

ENGLISH NON-ENGLISH

DAYS PRESENT
DURING

SCHOOL YEAR

FUN DINE
SOURCES

0 BOARD
Q STATE

0 TITLE Vi

CLAN RATER CONVERSE
IN STUDENT S NON

. ENGLISH ,LANGUAGE

YES 0 NO 0
RATER'S
NAME

POSITION

X0®0000 0 0 0O 00®O 0.®
O cy0-(70
0 Q Q ®
O 0 0 0000000
000,0 0
O ®070

® 0 ® ® 0 0
O 0 0 0 0 0 0
® 0 '0 C)
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0X0'00o 0® 0 0 ®
O O 0- 0, 00 0 00 ® 0 ®

0
0

O . O 0 0® 0 0 0 00 ®0 0 04® 0 ®
® 0 ® 0O 0 0 0O ®0 0 ®

. 0 PRESCHOD_
O HALF DAY
o HALF DAY TEAM TEACHER
o FLEXIBLE SCHEDULE

O JOIN' SCHOOL PROGRAtv1
O BILIN(UAL MUL TI LEVEL

o 90-MINUTE

PROGRAM MODEL
(Select ONLY One)

0 SELF _ONTAINED
O DEPARTMENTALIZED

o ITINERANT TEACHER

o CLUSTER MINI-CLUSTER
oIASD CENTER
o INTEGRATED 11,9L DAY

OOTHER

OTHER
PROGRAMS

ngual Spec Ed

0 Olh., Sgeoal Ea
o LIT

TITLE I

0 SuPPlemer tal Tu
Tur,ng 'p II

0 TEST ESL TESOi

DAYS ABSENT
DURING

SCHOOL YEAR

.0

HOME LANGUAGE PERFORMANCE

READING

Q
O
0
0

SPEAKING LISTENING
BELOW AGE -EVET. 0

AT AGE LEVEL 0
ABOVE -AGE LE'. FL

bor.
0
O

0 O

0

N
OA
T L

A

00®00®00®00®00000®00000®0000®®00000®
®0®®0®00000®
® 000®C
®0000C2.00000®
GGQ®00000®00®00000
C/00,000

01,i)00;® 0000000000®000000®000e0000000
O 0000®000Q00O 000000000®®0000000000000,0®00000000000000000®0®000000000®'oe00000O 000000O 000000

O 0000o®O ®00000O 00000®0000,0000000'0

1

2

4

5

6

7

8

9

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30.

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

1



1° 1 1 1 1 1
CHICAGO ONLY - ALL
STUDENT NAME

HERS OVER

STUDENT ID NO , SPEC ED
CODE

CD000000.
O 0000000
O 00 CDCDC5
000%---n000
O 00 %,30(De
O 00000,00
CDOCD(DCDCDCDCD
O 0000000
® 000000®O 000000®

UNIT NO RM DIV BIL

I

0
O 0

cke o

O 0
0
0
0
0

RA AGE
R.,. CYCLE

I [

CDCDC)0
O 00-0
O 000
O 000
O 000
O 000
O 000
O 000
O 00®
® 00®

O C) ®
O 00
O 0000cA0
O 00
O 00
O 00
O 00
O 00

O 00
O 00
O oo
00C)
O 00
00
O 00
0-00
® CD CD

O 00

e 0
O 0
00

0

0
O

.0

RATER'S
EVALUATION OF

STUDENT S
k LANGUAGE
PROFICIENCY

O A,
_,,

LEVEL III

O LEVEL IV
LEVEL V

ENTERED PROGRAM
MONTH YEAR

LANGUAGE
PROVWENCY
CiTEGORY

O A'OB

0 O 0 0 0O 0 0 -0
O C 0-
O 0

O 0 0 0
O ® 0 O 0
O 0 0 0 0 0
O 0 0 0 0 0
O 0 0
0 0 0

BIRTH PLACE
AGE ON
ARRIVAL
IN U S A

rm. r. demo r"-A

SEX M 0
X X

NOT in PROGR

O USA
AFRICA

O ASIA
O CUBA
O BAC/PI
O MEXICO
O MID-EAST

O PACIFIC ISLES
O LATIN AMERICA
O PUERTO RICU

O OTHER

0
0

0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Mo STARTED
IN PROGRAM
THIS SCHOOL

YEAR

Sep O Ft-4,
nOct 0 Mat
ON" 0'1,4

Oju-

ELEMENTARY

INST LEVEL

READ MATH

®
ie 0

® 00e
O 000
O 80 G
®

HIGH
SCHOOL

TCHR

EUNDInc
SOURCES

0 BOARD
Q STATE

0 TITLE VI

NON-ENGL
LANGUAGE
OF INSTRI'llO 0
0
O 0

-0 0
O 0
O OF
O 0

0
O 0
CD CD

PRIMARY
NON-ENGL
LANGUAGE
AT HOME

AVERAGE MINUTES PER DAY
INSTRUCTION IN

ENGLISH NON-ENGLISH

DAYS PRESENT
DURING

SCHOOL YEAR

I I

0
0
0
CD

O
ED

0
0

01
0
0
0
O
0
0
0
0
0

I I Fl
0
0
0

0
0
(i)

ED

0
®
0
0
CD

0
0

O
O
ED

0
0
0

0
0

0
0
0
C)

O
0

0
0

0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

GRAN RATER CONVERSE
IN STUDENT S NON

-ENGLISH .LANGUAGE

YES C.) ND 0
RATERS
NAME

POSITION

O 0000
O 0000O 000®O
O cY0C0
O 0000
O 0000
O 0000
O 00,00
O 0000

PROGRAM MODEL
(Select ONLY One)

. Q PREScHOu_ 0 SELF =;ONTAINED
O HALF DAY 0 DEPARTMENTALIZED
O HALF DAY TEAM TEACHER . 0 ITINERANT TEACHER
O FLEXIBLE SCHEDULE Q CLUSTER MINI-CLUSTER
0 JOINT SCHOOL PROGRAM 0 I A S D CENTER

BILINGUAL MULTI LEVEL 0 INTEGRATED FUL - DAY
90-MINUTE 0 OTHER

OTHER
PROGRAMS

0 B ngual Spec Ed
0 DIF,P, Sped +3I Eo
0 LIT
0 011ie, TITLE I

0 SuPPlem-erual Tu
tor Ing Bil r,g,,

0 TES( ESL TES&

OA E
T I

A L

0 CD 0 0 0 i

0 0 0 0 0 0 2

®000003
0 0 CD 0 0 0 4

0 CD 0 CD 0 0 5

0 0 0 CD 0 0 6

ED CD 0 CD ED CD 7

ED CD CD 0 0 0 8

0''00[3)00 9

ED CD CD CD ED ED le

000 CD 0011
0 (D C) ED ED 12

ED CD CD CD ED CD 13

& CD CD CD C) (p 14

CD C/CD :O.CD CD 15

CD CD C,) CD CD CD 16

0 CD CD C) 0 G 17

0 ED CD 0 CD 0 ED 18

0 ED 0 CD CD 0 CD 19

000000020
0 0 0 CD C) 0 ED 21

0 0 CD 0 0 C) 0 22

ED 0 0 C) 0 23

0 CD 0 C) 0 24

0 0 0 0 0 0 25

ED CD 0 CD ED (i) 26

ED 0 (D CD ED 27

00,0 CD 0 0 28

0 ED CD 0 CD ED CD 29

0 CD CD CD-CD CD ED 3q.

ED ED CD CD 0 0 CD 3f

C, ED CD 0 0 ED ED 32

ZD 0 CD CD CD 0 CD 33

0 ED CD 0 0 0 (p 34

O ® 0 ED 0 35

CD 0 C) 0 CD ED CD 36

ED 0 CD 0 0 CD 0 37

ED CD CD CD CD ED CD 38

ED CD 0 CD,i0 0 39

ED 0 CD CD 0'040

DAYS ABSENT
DURING

SCHOOL YEAR

HOME LANGUAGE PERFORMANCE

READING

O
0
0

SPEAKING LISTENING
BELOW AGE _FL 0

AT AGF LEA/Ft 0
ABOVE LEVEL

GON 1 KNLT:AA

O

0 0
-0
0

0

0
0

I
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APPENDIX C

013SLIWI.:::.

PILM-PAL 3T'Y7,PAYS 197%1-79
cL4...iskrRn

. School

v 1_

Unit - Teacher
ro /4

/.5 /6Room
, Ago Cycle , Total time of classroom visit: minutes// ig pi. 24 21

22 25 241 Class size -- 25.26

2 a Number of adults giving
instruction or supervision Z7 .

1 2 3 4+

b Identify,: (give number)
Teacher 22

Teacher aic1 2q

Student teacher 3o
Parent SI

Other 34

Program Mo el: (check all that apply).
_Self ontalned33
beam caching 3
Pull Out 35

Departmentalized512
Other 37

4 Facilities: (check all that apply)

Regular classroom33
Mobile classy -cot 21

, Conference or snail room /to

Other, non-instructional area y/
(hallway, coat room, lunchrotm)f2
Xf_other, 1,-!_adectuate 2- inadequate

5 - Role of Teacher Aij: (check all that apply)
No aide present 41

Reinforcing instruction with a group4'
Tutoring -5

7 Instructional Content: (creek all
that apply) '

Arithmetic S
Language Arts/English 57
_..._Language Arts/Native 5T

Science 5.1

Social Studies/Skillso
Art, Music, Drama (ot-

Physical Activity, Free Play 122

8 Role of Teacher (check.all that
apply)

Questioning, Discussing
Answring,
Show and.Tell, Vemenstrati---
Prais5ng 64

Discipliningbi
pupervising, Directi.
Other b/

9 Observer's rating of time
by teacher in English and
native language:

Supervising
Clerical 47
Resource 4?

----Other

Instructional Grouping: (check all that
apply)

Whole class receiving in_ ion rt'
'Part of cla. receivia:1 i'._ructioN3/
Whole clan w-,?Kirx; 17-

t._rkinel with t;_tel:Pr

with 6
Olbor

wO

English % 7o-7z

Nativ2 4% Y1-75



10 - 1- i /1 ;

A

13 'f

C

Porcr n. of ,.

useci in each la:

I .A

2.
3. C

4 . None

12 Nur.-ibe r of

4 / L k
4

ativ

.13 Er.q1ith 0
2? Ot:trIr

1 2

100.

4 Si
4 5+

13 - Type of ArTroac-.1 t ad i Tearl.ing
Erg...Ash I t rts: (check all
that apply)

t,

1-ZoLdinq

J. 2. :

14 - to, c1.,s 1.ave 1.7--X2 srvic

15 ,Te.Ftcher kep.r,g tack of CP/1-2?

1-Yes 2-No

16 Teacher usor, CP c,.rd,? 3:

1-Yes 2-No

17 -- Teacher native CP/!/.1.,? 3 ,

1-Yes 2-No

- acher u-os
r..aearning Pluz?

2-No

- f.f ,,f
r. ; : )

3 - 2 year
3 4 y,

3. 5-
4. 7 C ,

,. 9 - .1; yk..1

G. 11 - 12 ,
7. 13 - y( ars
fs. 15+

2:3 - Teachir/j
al] that aLply)

FTB
___P ''!3y

31,

:31 Otr

:'1 - Level (s. ) fici

22

39

Rat.i.7.g of TE- acl-aL.1 s :

Ensl:r!. 3. 2 3 4

42- Nat 2 3 4

uj



APPENDIX D

Bilingual Education Programs 1978-70

Teacher Questionnaire

Dear Teacher,

School Uni,- _

The data obtained from this survey will be part the overall evaluation reLoctwhich will be made available to all schools participating in bilingual educatimprograms. Your assistance in completing this qustionnair is critical and mo.5tappreciated. Please return this to your principal-or bi ngual coordinator. Thankyou.
0

Department of Research and Eval acion
Bilingual Unit, Room 215
2021 North Burling - Mail Run 2

Please fill in or circle the appropriate responses

1. In which bilingual program model 4. How many years have you beendo you teach?
teaching in bilingual programs.

.. Self-contained
2. Team Teach,ng
3. Integrated full day

4. Departmentalized
5. Pull out
6. Other (specify)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10+

5. For what leVel(s) are you certified?

1. Prirary
2., Inte:nediate
3. Secc .lary

2. Approximately what percentage of 6. Do you have a bilingual endorsemenpupils who are now in your class
began in your class in September Yes No
of 1978?

1. 80% to 100%
2. 60% to 79%
3. 40% to 59%
4. 20% to 39%
5. 0% to 19%

What is the average age cycle of
your pupils?

1, 5 6 yrs.
2. 7 yrs.
3. 8 yrs.
4. 9 yrs.

5. 10 yrs.

6. 11 yrs.
7. 12 yrs.
8. 13 yrs.
9. 14 yrs.

7. Please list the languages ycu use
in the classroom and give your level
of proff.iency in each one.

Languag- Proficicncy
Fair Good Excellent

English 1 2 3

1 2 3

8. In the -.assroom, approximately what
percent -= time per week do vo,1 use

1. 80. _o 100%
2. 60' 79%
3. 40 59%
4. 20' 39%
5. less



9. In your experience this past year,
w much of a problem hPve you

had with the followinq?

Problem
Minor Major

A. Insufficient
supplies 1 2 3 4

B. Transiency of
students 1 2 3 4 5

C. Class has a
wide age
range 1 2 3 4

Class has a
wide ability
range 1 2 3 4 5

E. Class has A
wide English
language level
range 1 2 3 4

Lack of cootera-
tion among
teachers 1 2 3 4 5

G. Lack of support of
administrators 1 2 3 4 5

Lack 3 _34 5

i. Class is too
large 1 2 3 4

Parent

Interest
ac:: of

1 2

Too much testing 1 2 3 4

10. For each of the fol jt,nr- 19Df

pl,.ase indicate

are most likely to u!_-- , 70,r (as'

(use the key below to 4tc-y.;

2'. through it) .

5

Too many question-
naires and fi,rms 1 2 3 4 5

Other:

11. What do you thin:: could be done to
make bilingual e( Ucation more

eF successful?

3r

Key:

1. only native
2. mdinlv native
3. both languages
4. mainly Englif;h
5. only English

A. Asking pupils to line up
to lunch.

1 2 5

B. Telling pu s to put theit things
away and prepare for dismissa3.
1 . 2 3 4 5

the class to be qu,
1 2 3 4 5

Q. Tc01;n- p-nils that ould
-get tl-'r parents' written
Permis-,ion to gc or. a rid S3

1 3 4 5

Asking_ pupils to pay a' -te=nt
. -

to an . %nouncement over
1 3 4 '5

F. Showir tne512.5.s

math m.

1

to d, a

4 5

G. Teachi. Social Studies
1 3 4

H. Teach
1

What do
importan_

Science
3 4

think .he mrEt

_(.1 of 1-ilingual
,
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APPENDIX E

Criterion-Referenced Tests

Objetivos Terminales
Nivel A

Los alumnos:

la-A-3 Seleccionargn el conjunto con el mayor ngmero de elementos,
d'ado dos conjuntos, uno de los conjuntos con dos o tres
miembros, el otro de ocho a diet miembros.

la-A-5 Podrgn decir si el ngmero de objetos en un conjunto es "mgs
que," "menos que," "igual que," el namero de objetos en el
otro conjunto, dado dos conjuntos.

la-A-7 Seleccionarg,n el numeral que nombra el ngmero de cada conjunto,
'dado un conjunto de objetos, de uno hasta cuatro.

la -A -9 Asignargn el numeral "o" al conjunto sin miembros.

1a-A-10 Identificargn el prirnero, el segundo, y el tercero en la serie
dada una serie de objetos

3-A-1

3-A-2 Supriniran un numero especi icado de objetos dado un conjun
de cuatro p menos.objetos.

4-A-3 Identificargn y nombrargn cada parte como un cuarto, dada
unidad entera que ha sido dividida en cuatro partes congru

5-A74 Determinargn si la longitud de dos objetos es la misma o
distinta.

6-A-1 Identificargn y nombrargn cada uno, dadas varias muescra
cirCulos, trigngulos, rectgngulos, y cuadrados.

Unirgn los conjuntos y nombrargn el ngmero de objetos en el
conjunto nuevo, dados dos conjuntos de objetos que hacen un
total de no ma's de cuatro.



)

MAESTRO la-A-3(a)

El Maestro dice: , Mira la hilera con la estrella. 1,Cugl de los

conjuntos(grupos) tiene mgs miembros, el conjunto de
perros o el conjunto de conejitos? Haz una "X" sobre
el conjunto que tiene mgs miembros.

Mira la hilera con el coraz6n. 1,Cugl de los conjuntos
tiene mgs miembros, el conjunto de los autos o el
conjunto de los camiones? Haz una "X" sobre el
conjunto que tiene mgs miembros.

Mira la hilera con la manzana. LCugl de los conjuntos
tiene mgs miembros, el conjunto de los grboles o el
conjunto de las casas? Haz una "X" sobre el conjunto
que tiene mgs miembros.

Mira la hilera con la taza. 1,Cugl de los conjuntos
tiene mgs miembros, el conjunto de libros o el conjunto
de igpices. Haz una "X" sobre el conjunto que tiene mgs
miembros.

Mira la hilera con la flor. LCugl de los conjuntos
tiene mgs miembros,-el conjunto de los zgpatos o el
conjunto de las gorras(cachuchas)? Haz una "X"
sobre el conjunto que tiene mgs miembros.

hi.A4

CLAVE DE RESPUESTAS

1) X sobre el conjunto de perros

2) X sobre el conjunto de camiones

3) X sobre el conjunto de grboles

4) X sobre el conjunto de lgpces

5) X sobre el conjunto de gorras

Objetivos

Seleccionargn el conjunto con el miner() mayor, dado dos conjuntos, uno de
los conjuntos con dos o tres miembros, el otro.de ocho a diez miembros.

7o
Criterion - Referenced Tests

Department of Research and Evaluation
Board of Education of the City of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois
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APPENDIX F

The "Short Tests of Linguistic Skills" and Their Calibration)

The Short Tests ofLinguistic Skills (STLS) (1976) were developed by the
Chicago Board of Education to help the teacher determine language dominance of
Spanish bilingual children ages 8-13. The STLS battery consists of two
parallel tests, the English test and the Spanish test. Each test is divided
into four subtests: listening, reading, writing and speaking, with 20 items
in each subtest.. Some of the items were multiple choice; with the number of
choices ranging from two to four; others are scored as right or wrong by
the examiner.

One of the two goals of the tests is to determine the level of English
proficiency of the student. If the student knows enough English we do not

need to investigate further. The other goal is to determine the level of
Spanish proficiency which will help us determine the student's placement in a
bilingual program, once the English test has established that need. In this
paper it will be shown how baeitems can be weeded out through the use of
Rasch model technique. Using the same technique of the remaining pool of 7

items develop two sets of calibrations will be developed, one for the English
tests and the other for the Spanish test.

Item Calibration and the Pasch Model

The technique for norming is based on the Pasch model. The Rasch model is
based on some common sense conditions:

the test is measuring performance on a single underlying trait or
ability.

ore able student always has a better chance of success on an
than does a less able student.

y student has a better chance of success on an easy item than
on a difficult one.

From these conditions it follows that a student's likelihood of success

on an item is consequence of the student's ability and the item's

difficulty. Rasch's stochastic response model describes the probability of a
successful outcome of a person on an item only as a function of the student's

ability and the item's difficulty. Item difficulties can be estimated
independently of the student's abilities, thus makingkhe concept of a norming

sample irrelevant. The tests of item fit which are the basis for item
selection are_sensitive to high discrimination as well as to low, and so lead
to the selection of those items which form a consistent definition of the

trait and to the rejection of-- exceptional items.

IAgrawal, Khazan C. "The 'Short Tests of Linguistic Skills' and Their Caliam.N

bration." TESOL Quarterly, vol. 13, No. 2, June, 1979, pp. 185-208.

L.)



Wright and Mead (1976)_have developed a computer program BICAL, based on

the Rasch model, which produces estimates of item difficulties and ability

scores, alp well as a test f fit of individual items. Items that do not fit

well are dropped and the re aining pool is recalibrated. The process is

repeated until one has a hom geneous set of items that represent the construct

being measured.

2. Sampling Considerations

In order to minimize the proportion of students that might have guessed

the answers, we use those students who are relatively fluent in English for

the English test, and those primarily Spanish-speaking for the Spanish test.

Students with teachers' ratings of 5 and 6 (on alscale of 1-to 6) on' English

fluency are used in our calibration. We also limit our sample to those
students who scored above a certain number, another way of ensuring that

responses are close to students' abilities and guessing is minimal. As

pointed out, no separate calibration for different age groups is necessary;
the sample we have chosen is-drawn across all age levels (8-13) to which the

test is applicable.

3. Calibrating the English Test

We started out with a sample of 1000 students from English fluency
categories 5 and 6, and performed Rasch analysis on the English test items
using the BICAL program of Wright and Meade. Students with numerous missing

scores were dropped. Analyses using different cut-off points (minimum and
maximum acceptable scores) were attempted, to obtain optimal conditions to

test the fit. Also separate Rasch analyses were carried out on the four

subtests of Listening, Reading, Writing and Speaking. All the analyses were
in general agreement as to the items that did not fit well.

Dropping some misfitting items resulted in a battery that measured the

construct of English proficiency fairly well. The final battery on which our

calibration is based draws from all four subtests. The analyses also

suggested areas of the test and cluster of items, which were subsequently
dropped, that did not conceptually measure the construct being measured. In

the following pages we briefly discuss those parts of the subtests from which

items have been dropped and the reasons why. The reader should look at the

items in the test (Table 1) while reading this section. The explanat4ons are

by no means exhaustive; on the contrary, they are merely the most simple and

obvious. Table 1 olives a brief sketch-of the test along with the correct

responses where possible for quick reference.

4. Items Dropped from Calibration

English Listening, Part A: Items 1, 2 and 5.

41, Here the tester reads a word and the students check the word they think

was said. These items are heavy on problematic sounds, and their mastery does

not necessarily mean proficiency in the language or vice versa. Sobe testers

themselves might have idiosyncrasies in pronouncing these words, making the

students'-task more difficult.



ENGLISH LISTENING, PART C. This part is loaded-wtthotya'l questions that
might'have more to do with general knowledge than mith"knowledge

ENGLISH READING, PART A: ITEM 1. This questien is too easy,, and discriminates
poorly between people with good and poor English proficiently. . .

ENGLISH READING, PAPT C; ITEMS 13,..14 AND 15. Questions 13.-gfia 15 deal with:
mathematical ability; fluency in English will be of very little help in solving
the problem, e.g., counting each person mentioned in the paragraph or
dalculating the number of months elapsed. In question 14, identification of

- April with Spring is a culturally bound phenomenon and might,nbt be,a measure
of English proficiency. Questions 13-14 do not fit the construct.

ENGLISH WRITING, PART A: ITEMS 1, 3 AND 5. Knowledge of difficult spelling is
not an index of one's knowledge of English. Questions 1, 3 and 5 fall into a
"somewhat difficult" category.

ENGLISH WRITING, PAPT B: ITEMS 1, 2 AFD 3. These items are quite easy. It

appears that students with lower ability are doing as well as or better than
more advanced groups who might tend to become careless about easy items. These
items might also be measuring some ability not copfined to English proficiency.
In any case, they do not fit well in the construct.

5. Calibrating the Spanish Test

For the Spanish test we choose a sample of 500 from the English proficiency
category 1, i.e., primarily Spanish-speaking students. As with the English
sample, this sample was drawn randomly from all age groups. Rasch- analysis was
performed using the BICAL program. Only a small number of items were found to
be misfits in the construct of Spanish proficiency; they yere dropped and the
analysis was repeated until a good fit was obtained.

The dropped items are discussed below, followed,by a brief layout of the
Spanish test in Table 2 (Pp. 198-206).3

The items on which the Spanish test is calibrated are in Appendix C; the
conversion table for raw score from these items. to ability scores is in
Appendix D.

6. items Droppe

I

Calibration In

SPANISH LISTENING, PART A: ITEMS 1, 2. Students who in general have more
knowledge of Spanish seem to do poorly on these items; they d; not, therefore,
belong in the construct.

77OTT,TiT;WIPT;te test the reader is referred to the SHORT TESTS OF LINGUISTIC
SKILLS (1976a, 1976b).

4

4



SPANISH LISTENING, PART C: ITEMS 12, 14. For item 2 a student's knowledge of_
arithmetic is more important than his/here knowledge panish. Item 14 has-a
cultural bias and, therefore, does not fit in the construct of Spanish
Proficiency.

:SPANISH READING, PART D: ITEM 19. This is a bad item: there is no clear right
answer and knowledge of Spanish will not help.

-SPANISH WRITING, PAPT A: PW0,4. This is a tricky spelling item; knowledge of
this word does not have much to do with knowledge of good Spanish.

Si



Table P
The Eitglish Test

English Listening, Part A

Students darken the circle in front of the word they hear said.

X

X

I 0 c't erg age(

0 pest 0 best el vest

3 0 bet °bait 0 bat

4 0 bus Orst 0 buzz

5. e ...hp . Ofchip 0 rip

English Listening, Part B
Students write the words/phrases (shown) read to them.

6.

Will
7

Sam Q°

1

A spoonful n

t0 ,

There is no such thing

ye
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Table 2
The Spanish Test

Spanish Listening. Part A k Escuchando espatiol, parte A /
Los alumnus obscureceran el circulo al frente de la palabra que han escuchado.

X t. Oau la 0 pula 0 Jab

2. . 0 °la 0 °Ha 0.10!,a

. 3. 0 esta , 0 esio e tsta

4. Opera epero 0 perro

0 pilla 0 pillo , 0 pina

Spanish Listening, Pirt B I Escuchando espanol parte B1
Los alumnos escnbirin las palabrasifrases mostradas t que le ban sido leidas

6. ..

0-.0a 0
0

IT Cuitarra 0
0

Trale de baano 0
0

I
La gallina come maiz 0

0

El mho iuega en el parque

Lz
indicatet the correct response

x indicates item was dropped from calibration

1,a
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